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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Lower Bounds and Fixed-Parameter Tractability of Drawing Graphs

By

Michael James Bannister

Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science

University of California, Irvine, 2015

Professor David Eppstein, Chair

We investigate the problem of algorithmically drawing graphs, i.e., the process of creating

geometric representations of graphs. We primarily consider node-link diagrams, where the

vertices of a graph are represented with dots and the edges of a graph are represented as

piece-wise smooth curves connecting those dots corresponding to their end points. Our con-

tributions include hardness results going beyond NP-hardness and fixed-parameter tractable

algorithms for NP-hard problems.

Orthogonal drawing is a common graph drawing style in which the edges of a graph are drawn

as polygonal chains of axis-aligned segments. We show that several problems of compacting

orthogonal graph drawings to use the minimum number of rows, area, length of longest

edge or total edge length cannot be approximated better than within a polynomial factor of

optimal in polynomial time unless P equals NP. We also provide a fixed-parameter tractable

algorithm for testing whether a drawing can be compacted to a small number of rows.

Many well-known graph drawing techniques have algebraic formulations. However, practical

methods for producing such drawings use numerical approximations rather than construct-

ing and then solving algebraic expressions representing their exact solutions. To explain this

phenomenon, we use Galois theory to show that many variants of these problems have solu-

tions that cannot be expressed by nested radicals or nested roots of low-degree polynomials.

x



Hence, such solutions cannot be computed exactly even in extended computational models

that include such operations.

Finally, we investigate crossing minimization for 1-page and 2-page book drawings. In a

p-page book drawing, the vertices of the graph are placed on the x-axis (or the spine),

and the edges are drawn entirely in the upper half-plane. Each edge is assigned one of p

colors (or pages). In such drawing we only count crossings between edges in the same page.

Since crossing minimization is an NP-hard problem we provide fixed-parameter tractable

algorithms; the parameters we consider are the k-almost tree parameter, treewidth, and the

crossing number.
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Chapter 1

Introduction∗

In this dissertation, we investigate the problem of algorithmically drawing graphs, i.e., the

computational process of creating a geometric representation of graphs. A graph is a mathe-

matical abstraction used to represent relational data, which is a collection of objects together

with a binary relation between objects. A typical example of relational data is found when

studying the spread of infectious diseases. In such a network, the objects are people with

the disease and the binary relation is the event of one person infecting another. Researchers

study infection graphs to better understand how infections spread and how future outbreaks

can be prevented. A visual representation of the data can help in gaining the desired under-

standing of the graphs. An example of such a drawing is given in Figure 4.1.

Formally, a graph consists of a set of vertices (the objects) and a set of possibly directed

edges (the binary relation). The mathematical study of graphs originated with the math-

ematician Leonhard Euler in 1736 while he was investigating the ways in which one could

go on a walking tour of the bridges in Königsberg. Since then, graph theory has become

an established branch within pure mathematics and forms the basis for much of computer
∗Portions of this chapter are included with permission from Springer-Verlag and from the Journal of

Graph Algorithms and Applications [9–15].
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Figure 1.1: A node-link drawing of the complete graph on nine vertices contained within a
diagram of Ramon Llull.

science. Indeed, it is hard to live in the modern world without interacting with graphs. From

turn-by-turn driving directions to online social networks, graphs are ever present. For this

reason, the study and analysis of graphs can be found across many academic disciplines, and

being visual creatures, we desire drawings.

The most common style of graph drawing is the so-called node-link diagram, in which the

vertices are represented as dots and the edges are represented as lines connecting the dots.

The first node-link diagram (See Figure 1.1), which is attributed to Ramon Llull, a 13th-

century philosopher, predates the formal study of graphs. Some six-hundred years later,

computer scientists began drawing graphs to understand the flow of data within software,

and in 1963, Knuth arguably published the first paper presenting an algorithm for drawing

graphs for the purpose of visualization [49,98].

When designing algorithms to produce a drawing of a graph, how should we judge the

results? With the help of user studies, researchers have identified and tested several quality

measures [125]. Examples of these metrics include the number of edges crossings, the angular

resolution at vertices and at edge crossings, the length of the longest edge, and the area of

2



the drawing. As the number of crossings grows, it becomes increasingly difficult to follow an

edge between its endpoints, to the point where it becomes essentially impossible to follow

any edges, as the crossings begin to dominate the drawing. So we seek drawings that contain

as few crossings as possible. The angular resolution of a drawing is the angle of the smallest

angle formed by two edges either at a crossing or at a vertex. A high angular resolution is a

desirable feature as it prevents mixing up edges that meet at too close of an angle. Finally, we

would like to minimize the length of the longest edge (relative to length of the shortest edge)

as well as the area occupied by the drawing, to promote uniformity of vertex placement and

edge length. The goal is to prevent the drawing from having distracting out-of-proportion

features.

Unfortunately, producing optimal drawings with respect to these quality measures tends

to be NP-hard [27, 70, 71, 103], and it is therefore unlikely that tractable algorithms exist

to solve these problems. However, there may be algorithms that produce approximately

optimal drawings or algorithms that work on a subset of graphs that are useful in practice.

We will investigate several styles of graph drawing through this lens. We will show that, for

some problems, tractable approximation algorithms do not exist, and that in some cases, it is

not even possible to express the solution in closed form. On the other hand, we will provide

tractable algorithms which optimally solve NP-hard graph drawing problems for a limited set

of input graphs. The styles that we will consider are orthogonal drawing, algebraic drawing

and book drawing, which we will describe in the remainder of this chapter.

1.1 Orthogonal drawing

Orthogonal graph drawing is a widely used graph drawing style for low-degree graphs, in

which each vertex is represented as a point or a rectangle in an integer grid, and each edge

is represented as a polyline composed out of axis-parallel line segments [56]. When used for

3



Figure 1.2: Examples of non-planar orthogonal drawings.

nonplanar graphs (Figure 1.2), orthogonal drawing has several desirable properties including

polynomial area, high angular resolution, and right-angled edge crossings; the last property,

in particular, has been shown to aid in legibility of graph drawings [85].

Typical orthogonal graph drawing systems employ a multiphase approach [22, 56] in which

the input graph is planarized by replacing its crossings with vertices, a topological embedding

of the graph (specifying the ordering of the edges around each vertex, but not the vertex and

edge locations) is found, a flow algorithm is used to orient the edges in a way that minimizes

the number of bends [138], and vertex coordinates are assigned. If vertices of degree greater

than four exist, they may be expanded to rectangles as another phase of this process [22].

Finally, the drawing is improved by compaction, a step in which the vertices and bends of the

graph are moved to new locations in order to reduce the area of the drawing while preserving

its edge orientations and other features.

Some positive algorithmic results are known for the final compaction step for planar drawings;

for instance, Bridgeman et al. [31] showed that planar orthogonal drawings in which the

shapes of the faces in the drawing are restricted (so-called turn-regular drawings) may be

compacted into optimal area in polynomial time. In the case of variable size vertices, e.g.

due to labels, Eiglsperger et al. [57] have found heuristic based compaction algorithms that

work well in practice. Also, Klau et al. have shown that the compaction step can be done via

integer linear programming [96]. An experimental analysis of planar compaction methods

was done by Klau et al. [95]
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However, when drawing nonplanar graphs, it may not be necessary or desirable for the

compaction phase to preserve a fixed planarization of the graph. If one is compacting one

dimension of a drawing at a time, then for planar compaction it is only possible to map the

rows of the drawing monotonically to a smaller set of rows, while for nonplanar graphs it

may also be useful to permute the rows with respect to each other. This greater freedom to

choose how to compact the drawing may lead to much greater savings in drawing area, but

it also leads to greater difficulty in finding a good compaction.

As Patrignani [120] showed, even for arbitrary planar orthogonal graph drawings, compacting

the drawing in a way that minimizes its area, total edge length, or maximum edge length is

NP-hard. Although these results do not directly extend to the nonplanar case, NP-hardness

in that case also follows from results of Eades et al. on rectilinear (bendless) drawing [54], and

Maňuch et al. who considered certain restricted cases of rectilinear drawing [108]. But since

compaction is performed primarily for aesthetic reasons (a smaller area drawing allows the

drawing to be viewed at a larger scale, making its features more legible), exact optimization

may not be important if a layout with small area can be achieved. Thus, we are led to the

problem of how closely it is possible to approximate the minimum area layout. The problem

of approximate compaction for nonplanar orthogonal drawings was explicitly listed as open

by Eiglsperger et al. [56], and there appears to have been little progress on it since then. In

Chapter 2 we show that many version of the compaction problem are in fact inapproximable.

1.2 Algebraic drawing

One of the most powerful paradigms for drawing a graph is to construct an algebraic formu-

lation for a suitably-defined optimal drawing of the graph and then solve this formulation

to produce a drawing. Examples of this algebraic graph drawing approach include the force-

5



directed, spectral, multidimensional scaling, and circle packing drawing techniques, for which

there are literally thousands of citations.

Even though this paradigm starts from an algebraic formulation, the ubiquitous method

for solving such formulations is to approximately optimize them numerically in an iterative

fashion. That is, with a few exceptions for linear systems [38,84,140], approximate numerical

solutions for algebraic graph drawing are overwhelmingly preferred over exact symbolic so-

lutions. It is therefore natural to ask if this preference for numerical solutions over symbolic

solutions is inherent in algebraic graph drawing or due to some other phenomena, such as

laziness or lack of mathematical sophistication on the part of those who are producing the

algebraic formulations.

In this paper, we introduce a framework for deciding whether certain algebraic graph draw-

ing formulations have symbolic solutions, and we show that exact symbolic solutions are,

in fact, impossible in several algebraic computation models for some simple examples of

common algebraic graph drawing formulations, including force-directed graph drawings (in

both the Fruchterman–Reingold [67] and Kamada–Kawai [90] approaches), spectral graph

drawings [100], classical multidimensional scaling [104], and circle packings [99] (which we

review in more detail at the beginning of each section in Chapter 3 for readers unfamiliar

with them). Note that these impossibility results go beyond saying that such symbolic so-

lutions are computationally infeasible or undecidable to find—instead, we show that such

solutions do not exist.

To prove our results, we use Galois theory, a connection between the theories of algebraic

numbers and abstract groups. Two classical applications of Galois theory use it to prove

the impossibility of the ancient Greek problem of doubling the cube using compass and

straightedge, and of solving fifth-degree polynomials by nested radicals. In our terms, these

results concern quadratic computation trees and radical computation trees, respectively. Our

proofs build on this theory by applying Galois theory to the algebraic numbers given by the

6



Figure 1.3: Left: 1-page circular embedding with two crossings and three crossed edges.
Right: 2-page linear embedding of K4,4 with four crossings and eight crossed edges.

vertex positions in different types of graph drawings. For force-directed and spectral drawing,

we find small graphs (in one case as small as a length-three path) whose drawings directly

generate unsolvable Galois groups. For circle packing, an additional argument involving the

compass and straightedge constructibility of Möbius transformations allows us to transform

arbitrary circle packings into a canonical form with two concentric circles, whose construction

is equivalent to the calculation of certain algebraic numbers. Because of this mathematical

foundation, we refer to this topic as the Galois complexity of graph drawing.

1.3 Book drawing

A k-page book embedding of a graph G is a drawing that places the vertices of G on a line

(the spine of the book) and draws each edge, without crossings, inside one of k half-planes

bounded by the line (the pages of the book) [89,119]. In one common drawing style, an arc

diagram, the edges in each page are drawn as circular arcs perpendicular to the spine [142],

but the exact shape of the edges is unimportant for the existence of book embeddings. These

embeddings can be generalized to k-page book drawings : as before, we place each vertex on

the spine and each edge within a single page, but with crossings allowed.

The crossing number of such a drawing is defined to be the sum of the numbers of crossings

within each page, and the k-page crossing number crk(G) is the minimum number of crossings

7



in any k-page book drawing [131]. In an optimal drawing, two edges in the same page cross if

and only if their endpoints form interleaved intervals on the spine, so the problem of finding

an optimal drawing may be solved by finding a permutation of the vertices and an assignment

of edges to pages minimizing the number of pairs of edges with interleaved intervals on the

same page.

As with most crossing minimization problems, k-page crossing minimization is NP-hard;

even the simple special case of testing whether the 2-page crossing number is zero is NP-

complete [39]. However, it may still be possible to solve these problems in polynomial time

for restricted families of graphs and restricted values of k. In Chapter 4 we show that

the computation of cr1(G) and cr2(G) is tractable for graphs that differ from tree by the

inclusion of a constant number of additional edges. Then in Chapter 5 we improve those

results, providing algorithms for a much wider class of graphs.
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Chapter 2

Inapproximability of orthogonal

compaction∗

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we show that nonplanar compaction of orthogonal drawings is hard even to

approximate. There exists a real number c > 0 such that, unless P = NP, no polynomial

time algorithm can find a compaction of a drawing with n features that is within a factor

of nc of optimal. The main idea is to find approximation-preserving reductions from graph

coloring, a problem known to be hard to approximate. We also give a fixed-parameter

tractable algorithm for finding compactions that use very small numbers of grid rows, for

drawings in which such a compaction is possible.
∗Portions of this chapter are included with permission from Springer-Verlag and from the Journal of

Graph Algorithms and Applications [12,14].
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2.1.1 Variations of the compaction problem

In the compaction problems we study, the task is to move vertices and bends while preserving

the axis-parallel orientation (although not necessarily the direction) of each edge, to minimize

the number of rows, area, longest edge, or total edge length of the drawing. Our results apply

either to orthogonal drawings (drawings in which edges may be polylines with bends, possible

for any graph of maximum degree four) or rectilinear drawings (bendless drawings, only

possible for some graphs) [54,58]; the distinction between bends and vertices is unimportant

for our results.

We distinguish between three variants of the compaction problem, depending on what vertex

motions are allowed. In row-by-row compaction (Figure 2.1), the compacted layout maps each

row of the input layout to a row of the output; all vertices that belong to the same row must

move in tandem. In vertex-by-vertex vertical compaction (Figure 2.2), each vertex or bend

may move independently, but only its y-coordinate may change; it must retain its horizontal

position. In vertex-by-vertex free compaction, vertices or bends may move arbitrarily in both

coordinate directions. In all three of these problems, edges or edge segments must stay

vertical or horizontal according to their orientation in the original layout. The compaction is

not allowed to cause any new intersection between a vertex and a feature it was not already

incident with, nor is it allowed to cause any two edges or edge segments to overlap for

nonzero length; however, it may introduce new crossings that were not previously present.

Therefore, the compacted drawing remains a valid representation of the graph; however, the

introduction of crossings may reduce the aesthetics and readability of the graph, especially

in cases where the initial input drawing is planar.

2.1.2 New results

We show the following results.
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Figure 2.1: Example of row-by-row compaction.

Figure 2.2: Example of vertex-by-vertex compaction.

• In the row-by-row compaction problem, it is difficult to compact even a drawing of a

path graph (or a drawing of the two-vertex graph with many bends). If the drawing

has n vertices or bends, then for every ε > 0 there is no polynomial time algorithm

that can find a compacted drawing whose number of rows, maximum edge length, total

edge length, or area is within O(n1/2−ε) of optimal, unless P = NP. Moreover, even

finding drawings with a fixed number of rows is hard; it is NP-complete to determine

whether there exists a compaction with only three rows.

• In vertex-by-vertex vertical compaction, for every ε > 0, there is no polynomial time

algorithm that can find a compacted drawing of graphs of maximum degree three such

that the number of rows, maximum edge length, total edge length, or area of the

drawing is within O(n1/3−ε) of optimal, unless P = NP. The same result also applies

in the vertex-by-vertex free compaction problem.

• For the vertex-by-vertex or vertex-by-vertex free compaction problem of three-dimensional

orthogonal drawings, for every ε > 0, it is not possible to approximate the minimum

number of layers in any one dimension, maximum edge length, total edge length, or

11



volume to within O(n1/2−ε) of optimal in polynomial time, unless P = NP, nor is it

possible in polynomial time to determine whether a three-layer drawing exists.

• In vertex-by-vertex vertical compaction, there is an algorithm for testing whether an

orthogonal graph drawing can be compacted into k rows, whose running time is O(k!n).

Thus, the problem is fixed-parameter tractable.

• In vertex-by-vertex free vertical compaction, there is a simple linear time algorithm for

finding an optimal row compaction of a path.

• We provide a counterexample showing that an approximation algorithm described in

the conference paper [12] based on the research in this chapter was incorrect.

2.2 Preliminaries

2.2.1 Orthogonal drawing

We define an orthogonal drawing of a graph to be a drawing in which each vertex is rep-

resented as a point in the Euclidean plane (although most of our results apply as well to

drawings in which the vertices are rectangles), and each edge is represented as a polyline (a

polygonal chain of line segments), with each line segment parallel to one of the coordinate

axes. (See, for example, Figure 1.2.) If each edge is itself a line segment, the drawing is

rectilinear ; otherwise, the segments of a polyline meet at bends. Each vertex or bend must

only intersect the edges that it belongs to, and no two vertices or bends may coincide. Edges

may cross each other, but only at right angles, at points that are neither vertices nor bends.

It is natural, in orthogonal graph drawing, to restrict the coordinates of the vertices and

bends to be integers. In this case, the width of a two-dimensional drawing is the maximum

difference between the x-coordinates of any two of its vertices or bends, the height is the

12



maximum difference between y-coordinates of any two vertices or bends, and the area is the

product of the width and height.

A compaction of a drawing D is another drawing D′ of the same graph, in which the vertices

and bends of D′ correspond one-for-one with the vertices and bends of D, and in which

corresponding segments of the two drawings are parallel to each other. Typically, D′ will have

smaller height, width, or area than D. We distinguish between three types of compaction:

• In row-by-row compaction, the x-coordinate of each vertex or bend remains unchanged,

and two vertices or bends that have the same y-coordinate in D must continue to have

the same y-coordinate in D′ (Figure 2.1).

• In vertex-by-vertex vertical compaction, the x-coordinate of each vertex or bend remains

unchanged, but the y-coordinates may vary independently of each other subject to the

condition that the result remains a valid drawing with edge segments parallel to the

original drawing (Figure 2.2).

• In vertex-by-vertex free vertical compaction, the x- and y- coordinates of each vertex

or bend are free to vary independently of other vertices or bends.

As can be seen in Figure 2.1, we allow compaction to introduce new edge crossings and to

reverse the directions of edge segments. These concepts generalize straightforwardly to three

dimensions.

2.2.2 Graph coloring and inapproximability

In the graph coloring problem, we are given as input a graph and seek to color the ver-

tices of the graph with as few colors as possible, in such a way that the endpoints of each

edge are assigned different colors. Our results on the difficulty of compaction are based on
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known inapproximability results for graph coloring, one of the triumphs of the theory of

probabilistically checkable proofs [63, 94,151].

Theorem 2.1 (Zuckerman [151]). Let ε > 0 be any fixed constant. Then, unless P = NP,

there is no polynomial time algorithm that can compute the minimal number of colors χ(G)

in an optimal coloring of a given n-vertex graph within a factor of n1−ε.

Our proofs use approximation-preserving reductions from coloring to compaction. Given a

graph G to be colored, we will construct a different graph G′ and a drawing D of G′ such

that the number of rows, maximum edge length, or total edge length in a compaction D′ of

D necessarily correspond to the number of colors in a coloring of G. With a reduction of this

type, the approximation ratio for compacting D cannot be better than the approximation

ratio for coloring G. However, D will in general have many more vertices and bends than the

number of vertices in G; the size of D will be at least proportional to the number of edges

in G, which is quadratic in its number of vertices. Therefore, although the approximation

ratio will remain unchanged as a number by our reduction it will be expressed as a different

function of the input size.

2.2.3 Notation

We write nG, nD, or (where unambiguous) n for the number of vertices in a graph G or

drawing D and mG, mD, or m for its number of edges. Additionally, bD stands for the

number of bends in drawing D. When we consider compaction problems with the objectives

of minimizing the number of rows, maximum edge length, and total edge length in a drawing

D we will use λ(D), µ(D), and τ(D) to denote respectively the number of rows, maximum

edge length, and total edge length in an optimal compaction. χ(G) represents the chromatic

number of graph G.
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2.3 Hardness of row-by-row compaction

As a warm-up, we start with a simplified path compaction problem in which every pair

of objects on the same row of the drawing must move in tandem. Our proof constructs a

drawing of a path graph such that the valid row assignments for our drawing are the same

as the valid colorings of a given graph G.

Lemma 2.1. Given a graph G we can construct in polynomial time a rectilinear drawing D

of a path graph with O(mG) vertices, such that λ(D) = χ(G).

Proof. Find a Chinese postman walk for G of length less than 2mG; that is, a walk that

starts at an arbitrary vertex and visits each edge at least once, allowing vertices to be visited

multiple times. Such a walk may be found, for instance, by doubling each edge of G and

constructing an Euler tour of the doubled graph. Let uivi be the ith edge in the walk,

where vi = ui+1, and let k ≤ 2mG be the number of edges in the walk. Additionally, choose

arbitrary distinct integer labels for the vertices of G with `(v) being the label for the vertex

v.

To construct the drawing D, for i from 0 to k, place vertices in the plane at the points

(i, `(ui)) and (i + 1, `(ui)), connected by a unit-length horizontal edge. Additionally, for i

from 0 to k− 1 draw a vertical edge from (i+ 1, `(ui)) to (i+ 1, `(vi)). See Figure 2.3 for an

example of such a construction.

Two rows in the drawing conflict if and only if the corresponding vertices in G are adjacent.

For every coloring of G, we may compact D by using one row for the vertices of each

color, and conversely for every row-by-row compaction of D we may color G by using one

color class for each row of the compaction (Figure 2.4). Therefore, λ(D) = χ(G). Also,

nD = 2k + 2 = O(mG).
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Figure 2.3: Path constructed from a graph G with the walk 1, 5, 3, 2, 5, 4, 3, 5, 6.
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Figure 2.4: The rows of a compacted drawing D correspond to the colors in a coloring of G.

The same drawing D can equivalently be viewed as an orthogonal drawing of the two-vertex

graph K2 with O(mG) bends. In the restricted model of compaction used in this section,

horizontal compaction is disallowed, so optimizing the area of a compaction of D is the same

as optimizing the number of rows.

Theorem 2.2. Let ε > 0 be any positive fixed constant, and suppose that P 6= NP. Then

there does not exist a polynomial time algorithm that approximates the number of layers or

the area in an optimal row-by-row compaction of a given orthogonal or rectilinear drawing

D to within a factor of (nD + bD)1/2−ε.

Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that algorithm A can solve the row-by-row compaction

problem to within a factor ρ ≤ n
1/2−ε
D of optimal. Let A′ be an algorithm for coloring an

input graph G by performing the following steps:

1. Use Lemma 2.1 to construct a path drawing D from the given graph G.

2. Use algorithm A to compact D.

3. Color G using one color for each row of the compacted drawing.
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Figure 2.5: We add a frame above and below the path construction of Figure 2.3 (shaded
gray). The longest edge runs along the right side of the drawing from the top frame to the
bottom frame and will have length exactly χ+ 1.

Then the approximation ratio of algorithm A′ for coloring is the same number ρ as the ap-

proximation ratio of algorithm A for compaction, whether measured by area or by number of

rows. However, ρ ≤ n
1/2−ε
D = O(m

1/2−ε
G ) = O(n1−2ε

G ), an approximation ratio that contradicts

Theorem 2.1.

The same reduction, together with the NP-completeness of graph 3-colorability, shows that

it is NP-complete to determine whether a given drawing D has a row-by-row compaction

that uses at most three rows.

Theorem 2.3. The problem of determining if an orthogonal graph has a row-by-row com-

paction into at most three rows is NP-complete.

For the compaction problems with respect to longest edge, and total edge length we will

modify the construction in Lemma 2.1 by the addition of a frame that will be used to

measure χ(G) with τ(D) and µ(D). The frame is illustrated in Figure 2.5.
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Lemma 2.2. Given a graph G we can construct in polynomial time a rectilinear drawing D

of a path graph with O(mG + φ) vertices, such that

µ(D) = χ(G) + 1 and φχ(G) ≤ τ(D) ≤ O(mG + φ)χ(G).

Proof. Given a graph G we construct D by first performing the construction of Lemma 2.1,

and then adding the vertices and edges as illustrated in Figure 2.5.

We claim that vertices created by Lemma 2.1 must stay between the two gray regions in a

row-by-row compaction. The leftmost vertex cannot be placed above the upper gray region

without causing an illegal edge overlap, and if one vertex is placed above the upper gray

region then all vertices must be placed above the upper gray region to avoid illegal edge

overlaps. Hence none of the original vertices can be placed above the upper gray region

(unless the entire drawing is flipped). Similar reasoning shows that none of the original

vertices may be placed below the lower gray region.

By construction the φ edges to the right of the drawing are the longest edges in the drawing,

even after a row-by-row compaction. The length of one of these edges is always 2 more than

the length of the gap between the gray regions, which is χ(G)− 1 by Lemma 2.1. Hence the

length of the edges in an optimal compaction is µ(D) = χ(G) + 1.

For the total edge length we note that there are at most 2mG+φ columns, and each of these

columns has at most 2χ(G) in length. The horizontal segments make at most O(mG + φ)

total length. So altogether we have that τ(D) is at most O(mG + φ)χ(G). Considering

only the vertical edges on the right we see that φχ(G) ≤ τ(D), which gives the desired

bounds.

Theorem 2.4. Let ε > 0 be any positive fixed constant, and suppose that P 6= NP. Then

there does not exist a polynomial time algorithm that approximates the longest edge length or
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the total edge length in an optimal row-by-row compaction of a given orthogonal or rectilinear

drawing D to within a factor of (nD + bD)1/2−ε.

Proof. The proof of the longest edge case is the same as the proof of Theorem 2.2 for the

number of rows where Lemma 2.2 is used in place of Lemma 2.1.

More work is needed for the total length case. Suppose for a contradiction that an algorithm

A could solve the row-by-row compaction problem with respect to total edge length to within

a factor of n1/2−ε
D of optimal. Let A′ be an approximation algorithm for χ(G) that compacts

the drawing produced by Lemma 2.2 with φ = n2
G, and returns τ ′(D)/n2

G where τ ′ is the

total edge length of the approximate compaction.

From Lemma 2.2 we know that in2
Gχ(G) ≤ τ(D) ≤ O(n2

G)χ(G), and τ(D) ≤ τ ′(D) ≤

n
1/2−ε
D τ(D) by assumption. Thus,

χ(G) ≤ τ ′(D)/n2
G ≤ n

1/2−ε
D /n2

Gτ(D) ≤ O(n2
G)/n2

Gn
1/2−ε
D χ(G) ≤ O(n1−2ε

G )χ(G)

contradicting Theorem 2.1.

2.4 Hardness of vertex-by-vertex compaction

Our hardness result for vertex-by-vertex vertical compaction follows roughly the same outline

as Theorem 2.2: translate graph vertices into drawing features such that two features can be

compacted onto the same row if and only if the corresponding graph vertices can be assigned

the same color. However, if we translated adjacencies in the graph to be colored into direct

overlaps between pairs of features, as we did for row-by-row compaction of path graphs, this

translation would only let us represent interval graphs, which are easily colored [118]. Instead

we use an edge gadget depicted in Figure 2.6 to represent an edge between two vertices of
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A

B

Figure 2.6: The basic version of an edge gadget (left), connecting two horizontal segments
representing vertices (right).

Figure 2.7: The full edge gadget for θ = 5.

the input graph. This gadget has six vertices and six line segments; the two vertices A and

B of the gadget may be placed on two line segments representing vertices of the input graph.

This connection forces the two line segments containing A and B to be placed on different

rows of any compacted drawing, even if these two line segments have no vertical overlap with

each other: one of the two line segments must be above the central rectangle of the gadget,

and the other must be below the central rectangle, although either of these two orientations

is possible.

The use of these edge gadgets leads to a second difficulty in our reduction: the number of

rows in the compacted drawing will depend both on the features coming from input graph

vertices and the rows needed by the edge gadgets themselves. In order to make the first of

these two terms dominate the total, we represent an input graph vertex by a vertex bundle

of θ parallel line segments, for some integer θ > 0. The edge gadgets may be modified to

enforce that all segments in one bundle be in different rows from all segments of a second
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Figure 2.8: Example of the complete reduction for θ = 1.
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Figure 2.9: Example coloring based on the compaction of the drawing in Figure 2.8.

bundle, as shown in Figure 2.7, while only using a constant number of rows for the gadget

itself.

Figure 2.8 shows the complete reduction, for a graph G with five vertices and six edges, and

for θ = 1. Each vertex of G is represented as a horizontal black line segment (or bundle of

segments, for θ > 1), and each edge of G is represented by an edge gadget. The vertices

of G are numbered arbitrarily from 1 to nG, and these numbers are used to assign vertical

positions to the corresponding bundles of segments in the drawing. The edge gadgets are

given x-coordinates that allow them to attach to the two vertex bundles they should be

attached to, and y-coordinates that place them between these two vertex bundles.

Lemma 2.3. Given a graph G and a parameter θ we can construct in polynomial time an

orthogonal drawing D such that the vertices of D have maximum degree 3, nD = O(θnG +

mG), and θχ(G) ≤ λ(D) ≤ θχ(G) +O(n2
G).
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Proof. The construction of D is as described above. Since each edge gadget has a constant

number of vertices together they contribute O(mG) to nD, and each vertex bundle has

O(θ) vertices together they contribute O(θnG) to nD. Hence nD = O(θnG + mG). The

bound on the degree is clear from the construction. If G has a coloring with χ colors, it

is possible to assign the vertex bundles of D to χ sets of θ rows each, according to those

colors, with an additional O(nG) rows between any two such sets to allow room for the

edge gadgets to be placed without interference with each other; see Figure 2.9. Therefore,

λ(D) ≤ θχ(G) + O(n2
G). If D′ is a compacted drawing of D, acyclically orient the edges

of G from the vertex whose bundle is below the edge gadget to the vertex whose bundle is

above the edge gadget, and assign each vertex v in G a color indexed by the length of the

longest path from a source to v in this acyclic orientation. Then the number of colors needed

equals the number of vertices in the longest path, and the number of rows in D′ needed just

for the vertices in this path is θ times the number of vertices of G in the path. Therefore,

θχ(G) ≤ λ(D).

Theorem 2.5. If P 6= NP, then no polynomial time algorithm approximates the number

of rows or the area in an optimal vertex-by-vertex vertical compaction of a given orthogonal

graph drawing to within a factor of n1/3−ε
D .

Proof. If an algorithm could achieve this approximation ratio for compaction, we could get

an O(n1−3ε
G ) ratio for coloring by applying Lemma 2.3 with θ = n2

G, compacting the resulting

drawing, and using the coloring derived from the compaction in the proof of Lemma 2.3,

contradicting Theorem 2.1.

Lemma 2.4. Given a graph G and parameters θ and φ we can construct in polynomial

time an orthogonal drawing D such that the vertices of D have maximum degree 3, nD =

O(θnG + mG + φ), with the bounds θχ(G) ≤ µ(D) ≤ θχ(G) + O(n2
G) when θ > 6n2

G on the

longest edge, and the bounds τ(D) = Θ(n4
G)χ(G) when θ, φ = Θ(n2

G) on the total edge length.
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Proof. We add two rows of vertices one above and one below the drawing produced by

Lemma 2.3 (illustrated in Figure 2.8) by placing vertices above and below the left most

column of vertices in each vertex bundle. We also place φ additional vertices on the top

and the bottom to the right of the original drawing. The vertices are then connected as

illustrated by Figure 2.10.

First, we consider the bounds on the longest edge. For these bounds we let φ = 1 and θ > 6n2.

The width of the original drawing (from Lemma 2.3) is 2nG for the vertex bundle and 4mG

for connecting the edge gadgets to the vertex bundles; see the right side of Figure 2.7. So

the width of the original drawing is bounded above by 6n2
G. When adding the additional

frame (the green vertices with purple edge in Figure 2.10), all added horizontal edges have

length at most 2nG, more precisely twice the degree of the vertex being represented by the

bundle. Now, by construction the vertical edge on far right is the longest vertical edge in

the drawing, and has length at least θχ(G) + O(mG) > 6n2
G by Lemma 2.3, making it the

longest edge in the drawing even after compaction. So we have that µ(D) = λ(D) − 1 for

the constructed drawing, i.e., minimizing the longest edge in the new drawing is equivalent

minimizing the number of rows in the original drawing. The bounds for longest edge now

follow from the bounds in Lemma 2.3.

For the bounds on total edge length, we let θ, φ = Θ(n2
G). Each vertex bundle contributes

O(θnG) for a total of O(θn2
G). The height of each edge gadget is O(θχ(G)) from the vertex

bundle plus O(mG) from the other edge gadgets. The horizontal contribution from each edge

gadgets is O(n2
G), as the width of the drawing is at most 6n2

G. Altogether each edge gadget

contributes O(θχ(G) + n2
G) for a total of O(n2

Gθχ(G) + n4
G). The added frame contributes

O(n2
G + φ) in horizontal edge length, and φθχ(G) in vertical edge length. Since φ = Θ(n2

G)

the vertical lines holding the the drawing in the frame do not contribute to the asymptotic
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φ

Figure 2.10: Long-edges-frame added to the drawing in Figure 2.8

complexity. Summing up the total edge length,

τ(D) = O(θn2
G) +O(n2

Gθχ(G) + n4
G) + φθχ(G) = Θ(n4

G)χ(G),

we get the desired bounds.

Theorem 2.6. If P 6= NP, then no polynomial time algorithm approximates the length of

the longest edge or total edge length in an optimal vertex-by-vertex vertical compaction of a

given orthogonal graph drawing to within a factor of n1/3−ε
D .

Proof. If an algorithm could achieve this approximation ratio for compaction, we could get an

O(n1−3ε) ratio for coloring by applying Lemma 2.4 with θ = 7n2 and φ = 1 and compacting

with respect to longest edge, or by applying Lemma 2.4 with θ = φ = n2 and compacting

with respect to total edge length.
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Figure 2.11: Adding a row of vertices to D prevents horizontal compaction.

2.5 Hardness of vertex-by-vertex free compaction

In the reduction from the previous section, allowing the vertices to move horizontally as

well as vertically does not make any difference in how much vertical compaction is possible.

However, if we want to prove inapproximability for minimal-area compaction, we also need

to worry about horizontal compaction. By making the width uncompactable we may make

the vertical compaction factor the same as the area compaction factor.

Lemma 2.5. From a drawing D a drawing D′ can be constructed by adding at most O(nD)

vertices, such that λ(D′) = λ(D) + 1 and D′ is uncompactable in the horizontal direction. If

D has maximum degree three, then so does D′.

Proof. Place a line of vertices on a new row below D; for each set of vertices with a given

x-coordinate in D, add a vertex on the new row at the same x-coordinate. Connect the

added vertices with horizontal edges, and add a vertical edge to connect these vertices to D

at the point of D that is rightmost on its bottom row, as shown in Figure 2.11. This added

layer conflicts with all existing horizontal layers, and forces D′ to be uncompactable in the

horizontal direction.
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Figure 2.12: Reduction from coloring to three-dimensional compaction where y is the vertical
direction.

Theorem 2.7. Unless P = NP, it is impossible to find vertex-by-vertex free compactions

with respect to number of rows, area, longest edge length or total edge length within a factor

of n1/3−ε
D of optimal in polynomial time.

Proof. For the case of compaction with respect to area we apply Lemma 2.5 to reduce

compaction with respect to area to compaction with respect to the number of rows. Since

we only added a linear number of vertices the approximation ratios are the same. The rest

of the theorem follows from the results on vertex-by-vertex vertical compaction.

2.6 Hardness of three-dimensional compaction

Our hardness result for three-dimensional vertical compaction (along the z-axis) follows from

the construction of a drawing whose valid two-dimensional layer assignments are the same

as the valid colorings of a graph G. We assign to each vertex in G a horizontal layer parallel

to the xy-plane containing an L-shaped pair of line segments, such that when projected

vertically onto the xy-plane every two of these L-shaped gadgets cross each other. For each

edge in G we place a vertical edge in the drawing connecting the L-shaped gadgets that

correspond to the endpoints of the edge. Figure 2.12 shows an example.
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Lemma 2.6. Given a graph G we can construct in polynomial time a 3D orthogonal drawing

D with maximum degree three such that nD = 3nG+2mG = O(n2
G), and such that the number

of layers in an optimal y-compaction is χ(G).

Proof. Our construction uses three vertices in D to form the L-shaped gadget for each

vertex in G, and two more vertices for the vertical edge corresponding to each edge in G,

so nD = 3nG + 2mG = O(n2
G). By construction the only conflicting features in a vertical

(along the z-axis) compaction come from the vertical edges, forcing χ(G) to be the number

of layers in an optimal compaction of D.

Theorem 2.8. If P 6= NP, then there does not exist a polynomial time algorithm that

approximates the number of layers in an optimal vertex-by-vertex or vertex-by-vertex free

vertical compaction of a given three dimensional orthogonal drawing to within a factor of

n
1/2−ε
D .

Proof. In this case nD = O(n2
G), and the number of layers in an optimal compaction is

equal to χ(G). The proof follows same lines as the proofs in Section 2.3 on row-by-row-

compaction.

As we did in previous sections we will reduce compaction with respect to volume, longest

edge, and total edge length to compaction with respect to layering via a frame. In this

case we will place a mesh layer above and below the drawing, keeping the original drawing

between the two layers.

Lemma 2.7. Given a graph G with more than 4 vertices we can construct in polynomial

time a 3D orthogonal drawing D with maximum degree three with nD = O(n2
G), and such

that µv(D) = χ(G) + 1 and n2
Gχ(G) ≤ τ(D) ≤ O(n2

G)χ(G) where µv(D) is the length of

the longest vertical edge in an optimal vertical compaction.
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2n

Figure 2.13: Left: View of the 3D-drawing in Figure 2.12 from above. Vertical edges meet
at lighter shaded vertices. Right: Top/bottom frame.

Proof. From the drawing produced by Lemma 2.6 we add O(n2
G) edges, and consequently

O(n2
G) vertices, in 2nG parallel paths above and below the drawing as illustrated in Fig-

ure 2.13, where the frame on the right side of the drawing is placed directly over and below

the 3D drawing to the left. The diagonal nodes are connected to the ends of the L-gadgets

from the top and the bottom to keep them between the two frames. The sub-diagonal green

vertices are connected with edges between the upper and lower frame. This construction is

illustrated in Figure 2.14.

By construction the longest vertical edges are the edges connecting the top and bottom

frames; their length is one unit more than the number of layers between the top and the

bottom frame. Hence µv(D) = χ(G) + 1 by Lemma 2.6.

The number of edges connecting the two layers is given by 1+2+3+ · · ·+(2nG−2) = O(n2
G)

and is greater than n2
G for n > 4. The total edge length used by the L-gadgets is at

most 2n2
G, and χ(G)mG for the connecting segments. The top and bottom frames add

O(n2
G) length to the drawing, and the connecting edges add O(n2

G)χ(G). So we have that

n2
Gχ(G) ≤ τ(D) ≤ O(n2

G)χ(G).
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Figure 2.14: 3D frame construction

Theorem 2.9. If P 6= NP, then there does not exist a polynomial time algorithm that

approximates the volume, longest vertical edge, or total edge length in an optimal layer com-

paction of a given three dimensional orthogonal drawing to within a factor of n1/2−ε
D .

Proof. Having the bounds in Lemma 2.7 the proof follows as before.

We can also achieve a similar result for longest edge, without having to limit our result to

the longest vertical edge, by replacing each L-shaped vertex gadget by an L-bundle, similar

to our vertex bundle in the two dimensional case. This is needed to prevent the longest edge

from being a nG length leg of the L-gadget. We omit the details.

2.7 Coloring counterexample

In the conference paper [12] based on the research in this chapter we included an approxi-

mation algorithm for compaction which was later discovered to be flawed. In this algorithm

we defined a incompatibility graph, where the vertices of the incompatibility graph represent

sets of features in the drawing that must move in tandem. Two vertices of the incompati-

bility graph are connected by an edge when the drawing features they represent cannot be
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compacted to the same row of the drawing, i.e., when they contain parts of the drawing that

are directly above one another. A coloring of the incompatibility graph was then used to to

compact the drawing, using a row for each color. The problem is that although compacting

a drawing does produce a coloring of its incompatibility graph, the converse does not hold.

In Figure 2.15 we see a drawing whose incompatibility graph is 2-colorable (in fact it is a

path), but which is completely uncompactable.

Figure 2.15: An uncompactable graph with a 2-colorable incompatibility graph.

2.8 Fixed-parameter tractability of vertex-by-vertex ver-

tical compaction

Lemma 2.8. Given an orthogonal drawing D we can compact D into k rows in O(k!(nD +

bD)) time, if such a compaction is possible.

Proof. We construct local assignments of the features into k rows via a left-to-right plane

sweep. The input drawing may be assumed to be given with coordinates on an n×n grid, so
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its features can be sorted in linear time using bucket sorting. While sweeping the plane we

maintain the set of input features that intersect the sweep line along with a record of valid

assignments of these features into the k rows of our output drawing.

When a feature first intersects the sweep line we try to place it into the collection of valid

assignments. If there are ` features intersecting the sweep line prior to the insertion, we

have at most `!
(
k
`

)
valid assignments to consider. In each of these valid assignments there

are k − ` free rows. Altogether at most k! configurations will be considered for each feature

insertion. When the sweep line moves past a feature its row is freed for future use.

If at any point we cannot find any valid assignment for a new feature, we conclude that

a compaction into k rows is not possible. On the other hand if the last feature can be

placed into a valid assignment, then a compaction into k layers is possible. To recover the

global assignment of horizontal features into rows, we may backtrack through the sets of

local assignments as is standard for a dynamic programming algorithm of this type.

Theorem 2.10. An optimal vertex-by-vertex vertical compaction of an orthogonal drawing

D can be found in O(λ!(nD + bD)) time where λ = λ(D).

Proof. Apply Lemma 2.8 for k = 1, 2, 3, . . . until finding a value of k for which a valid

layering exists.

2.9 Vertex-by-vertex free compaction for paths

In contrast with row-by-row compaction (Section 2.3), we have a polynomial time algorithm

for vertex-by-vertex free compaction of a path. In fact, in the following theorem, we give a

simple, linear time algorithm to achieve an optimal compaction. In this section by a vertical
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Figure 2.16: Compacting a path into k = 5 rows. Here the colors on vertices are simply
meant to help clarify the correspondence between the two paths.

subpath we mean a maximal subpath containing only vertical edges, similarly for a horizontal

subpath

Theorem 2.11. An optimal vertex-by-vertex free row compaction for an orthogonal path

can by found in O(nD + bD) time. Such a compaction will be into k rows where k is the

number of vertices on the longest vertical path.

Proof. First we replace the bends in the path with special “bend vertices” that will be changed

back to bends after the compaction. Now, the number of rows required by a compacted draw-

ing must be at least the number of vertices in the longest vertical subpath, since each of these

vertices must be placed in its own row to achieve an unambiguous drawing. We will show

that we can compact the drawing into exactly this number of rows, and therefore optimally

compact the drawing. To perform a vertex-by-vertex free compaction of an orthogonal path

we perform the following steps, which are illustrated in Figure 2.16.

1. Compute the number k of vertices is the longest vertical subpath by walking the path.

2. Order the horizontal subpaths in walk order. Alternate placing horizontal paths, in

path order, in rows 1 and k overlapping in their endpoints.
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3. Connect the overlapping horizontal paths with vertical lines, and place the appropriate

number of vertices on the edge to construct the vertical path between the overlapping

horizontal paths.

The end result is an optimally vertex-by-vertex free compacted path with respect to the

number of rows.

In this algorithm moving vertices horizontally was essential, so such a compaction is not

possible in vertex-by-vertex vertical compaction. In contrast to our result, Brandes et al.

showed that the problem of orthogonal order preserving drawing is NP-hard for a path

[28]. We leave as an interesting open problem the complexity of vertex-by-vertex vertical

compaction for a path.

2.10 Discussion

Our investigations have determined lower bounds for several different approximation and

fixed-parameter versions of the compaction problem. Currently we have no upper bounds

on the approximation ratio for these compaction problems. With our techniques O(
√
n) is a

natural upper bound, as our reductions produce drawings with at least one vertex for each

edge in the original graph, approximately squaring the number of vertices in the problem.

Can algorithms be constructed to match this expected upper bound? Can the lower bounds

of Ω(n1/3−ε) be improved to Ω(n1/2−ε) or higher? We leave these questions open for future

research.
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Chapter 3

The Galois complexity of graph drawing∗

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter we show that force-directed graph drawing, spectral graph drawings and circle

packings cannot be constructed in suitably defined algebraic computation models, regardless

of whether the running time is polynomial. Specifically, we define three such models, which

we call the quadratic computation tree, the radical computation tree, and the root computation

tree. We show that there exist graphs for which none of the following can be constructed by

a quadratic computation tree, nor by compass and straightedge:

• Fruchterman and Reingold force-directed drawing,

• Kamada and Kawai force-directed drawing,

• spectral drawing based on the Laplacian matrix,

• spectral drawing based on the relaxed Laplacian matrix,

• spectral drawing based on the adjacency matrix,
∗Portions of this chapter are included with permission from Springer-Verlag and from the Jour-

nal of Graph Algorithms and Applications [10, 11]. While conducting the research in this chapter
we used the Sage software package [135]. The code used for these calculations can be found at:
https://bitbucket.org/mjbannister/galois-complexity.
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• spectral drawing based on the transition matrix,

• circle packings of planar graphs.

Similarly, there exist graphs for which none of the items above can be constructed by a

radical computation tree, nor represented by an expression involving nested radicals. And

for every bound D on the degree of a root computation tree, there exist graphs for which

none of the items above can be constructed by a root computation tree of degree at most D.

The strength of our proof of hardness for the root computation tree model depends on

an unproven but well-known conjecture in number theory. We can prove unconditionally

that, in this model, drawing an n-vertex graph may require degree Ω(n0.677). However, if

(as conjectured [133]) there are infinitely many Sophie Germain primes, then these drawing

algorithms require degree Ω(n). The quadratic computation tree and the radical computation

tree formalize previously seen notions in Galois theory, describing compass and straightedge

constructions and formulas in nested radicals respectively. However, the root computation

tree model and the proof that standard computational geometry problems, such as graph

drawing, may require unbounded degree in this model appear to be novel contributions of

our work.

3.1.1 Related work

The problems for which Galois theory has been used to prove unsolvability in simple alge-

braic computational models include shortest paths around polyhedral obstacles [6], shortest

paths through weighted regions of the plane [36], the geometric median of planar points [7],

computing structure from motion in computer vision [117], and finding polygons of maxi-

mal area with specified edge lengths [141]. In each of these cases, the non-existence of a

nested radical formula for the solution is established by finding a Galois group containing a

symmetric group of constant degree at least five. In our terminology, this shows that these
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problems cannot be solved by a radical computation tree. We are not aware of any previous

non-constant lower bounds on the degree of the polynomial roots needed to solve a prob-

lem, comparable to our new bounds using the root computation tree model. Brightwell and

Scheinerman [32] show that some circle packing graph representations cannot be constructed

by compass and straightedge (what we call the quadratic computation tree model).

3.2 Preliminaries

3.2.1 Models of computation

In order to avoid issues of memory representation, while still allowing the conditional branch-

ing necessary to distinguish the desired drawing from other solutions to the same polynomial

equations, we define models of computation based on the algebraic computation tree [19,149],

in which each node computes a value or makes a decision using standard arithmetic functions

of previously computed values.

A decision node tests whether a computed value is greater than zero or not, and branches

to one of its two children depending on the result. A computation node computes a value

that is a simple function of constants and values computed at ancestral nodes of the tree;

in the original algebraic computation tree the allowed set of functions consists of addition,

subtraction, multiplication, and division. Given integer inputs and constants, such a system

can only produce results that are rational numbers, too weak to solve the circle packing

problem and too weak to match the power of modern exact real number packages. We

augment this model by giving it a limited capability to find roots of univariate polynomials.1

1Both the ability to compute kth roots, and to find roots of polynomials, were briefly suggested but not
analyzed by the original paper of Ben-Or on algebraic computation trees [19]. For research that augments
the algebraic computation tree model by a different set of additional functions, see [76].
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Specifically, we define the following variant models:

• A quadratic computation tree is an algebraic computation tree in which the set of

allowable functions for each computation node is augmented with square roots and

complex conjugation. These trees capture the geometric constructions that can be

performed by compass and unmarked straightedge.

• A radical computation tree is an algebraic computation tree in which the set of allowable

functions is augmented with the kth root operation, where k is an integer parameter

to the operation, and with complex conjugation. These trees capture the calculations

whose results can be expressed as nested radicals.

• A root computation tree is an algebraic computation tree in which the allowable func-

tions include the ability to find complex roots of polynomials whose coefficients are

integers or previously computed values, and to compute complex conjugates of previ-

ously computed values. For instance, this model can compute any algebraic number.

As a measure of complexity in this model, we define the degree of a root computa-

tion tree as the maximum degree of any of its polynomials. A bounded-degree root

computation tree has its degree bounded by some constant unrelated to the size of its

input. Thus, a quadratic computation tree is exactly a bounded-degree root computa-

tion tree (of degree two). We will primarily be concerned with root trees of bounded

degree, since allowing unbounded-degree root-finding would immediately trivialize any

algebraic problem.

Our impossibility results and degree lower bounds for these models imply the same results for

algorithms in more realistic models of computation that use as a black box the corresponding

primitives for constructing and representing algebraic numbers in symbolic computation sys-

tems. Because our results are lower bounds, they also apply a fortiori to weaker primitives,

such as systems limited to real algebraic numbers, which don’t include complex conjugation.

For example, the well-known LEDA system has a real-number data type, leda_real, which
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has evolved over time, such that impossibility results for the quadratic computation tree im-

ply similar results for algorithms that use the initial (1995) version of this data type [33] as

a black box, impossibility results for the radical computation tree apply to such algorithms

that use subsequent versions of LEDA through 2001 [111], and degree lower bounds for the

root computation tree apply to of such algorithms that use more recent LEDA versions [128].

It is important to note that each of the above models can generate algebraic numbers of un-

bounded degree. For instance, even the quadratic computation tree (compass and straight-

edge model) can construct regular 2k-gons, whose coordinates are algebraic numbers with

degrees that are high powers of two. Thus, to prove lower bounds and impossibility results

in these models, it is not sufficient to prove that a problem is described by a high-degree

polynomial; additional structure is needed.

3.2.2 Eigenvalues and eigenvectors

Given a n×n square matrix M we say that λ is an eigenvalue of M if there exists a vector u

such thatMu = λu, and in this case we say u is an eigenvector ofM . We use the fact that the

eigenvalues of a matrix M are solutions to the nth-degree polynomial, p(x) = det(M − xI).

This polynomial is called the characteristic polynomial ofM , and we write p = char(M). The

fundamental theorem of algebra implies thatM has exactly n eigenvalues when counted with

multiplicity. We denote the n eigenvalues by λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λn and their corresponding

eigenvectors by u1, u2, . . . , un.

3.2.3 Algebraic graph theory

In algebraic graph theory, the properties of a graph are examined via the spectra of several

matrices associated with the graph. The adjacency matrix A = adj(G) of a graph G is the
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n× n matrix with Ai,j equal to 1 if there is an edge between i and j and 0 otherwise. The

degree matrix D = deg(G) of G is the n × n matrix with Di,i = deg(vi). From these two

matrices we define the Laplacian matrix, L = lap(G) = D − A, and the transition matrix,

T = tran(G) = D−1A.

Lemma 3.1. For a regular graph G, adj(G), lap(G), and tran(G) have the same set of

eigenvectors.

Proof. If G is a regular graph, then D = deg(G) = dIn, which implies

L = D − A = dIn − A and T = D−1A =
1

d
A.

The results follows from the fact that taking a linear combination of a matrix and the identity

does not change the eigenvectors of a matrix.

Lemma 3.2 (Example 1.1.4 of [45], p. 3). For the cycle on n vertices, the eigenvalues of

adj(G) are 2 cos(2πk/n), for 0 ≤ k < n.

3.2.4 Möbius transformations

We may represent each point p in the plane by a complex number, z, whose real part

represents p’s x-coordinate and whose imaginary part represents p’s y-coordinate. It is

convenient to add a single point +∞ to this system of points. A Möbius transformation is

a fractional linear transformation,

z 7→ az + b

cz + d
,

defined by a 4-tuple (a, b, c, d) of complex numbers, or the complex conjugate of such a trans-

formation. In order to define a non-degenerate transformation of the plane the parameters
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should satisfy the inequality ad− bc 6= 0. Multiplying them all by the same complex scalar

does not change the transformation, so the set of Möbius transformations has six real degrees

of freedom. Möbius transformations are closed under composition; the composition of two

transformations may be computed as a 2× 2 matrix product of their parameters.

An important special case of a Möbius transformation is an inversion through a circle, a

transformation that maps each ray through the circle’s center to itself, and maps the inside

of the circle to its outside and vice versa, leaving the points on the circle unchanged. For a

circle of radius r centered at a point q (in complex coordinates) it may be expressed by the

transformation,

z 7→ q +
r2

(z − q)∗ .

Lemma 3.3. Given any two disjoint circles, a Möbius transformation mapping them to two

concentric circles can be constructed using a quadratic computation tree.

Proof. Such a transformation can be achieved by an inversion centered at one of the two

limiting points of the two circles. These two points lie on the line connecting the circle

centers, at equal distances from the point x where the radical axis of the two circles (the

bisector of their power diagram) crosses this line. The distance from x to the limiting points

equals the power distance from x to the two circles (the length of a tangent line segment from

x to either circle) [88]. From these facts it is straightforward to compute a limiting point, and

hence the transformation, using only arithmetic and square root operations. Weisstein [144]

provides an explicit formula.
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3.2.5 Number theory∗

The Euler totient function, φ(n), counts the number of integers in the interval [1, n− 1] that

are relatively prime to n. It can be calculated from the prime factorization n =
∏
prii by the

formula φ(n) =
∏
pri−1i (pi − 1).

A Sophie Germain prime is a prime number p such that 2p + 1 is also prime [133]. These

numbers were introduced by Sophie Germain in her study of Fermat’s last theorem. It has

been conjectured that there are infinitely many of them, but the conjecture remains unsolved.

The significance of these primes for us is that, when p is a Sophie Germain prime, φ(2p+ 1)

has the large prime factor p. An easy construction gives a number n for which φ(n) has a

prime factor of size Ω(
√
n): simply let n = p2 for a prime p, with φ(n) = p(p − 1). Baker

and Harman [8] proved the following stronger bound. (See also [82] for a more elementary

and more explicit bound of intermediate strength.)

Lemma 3.4 (Baker and Harman [8]). For infinitely many prime numbers p, the largest

prime factor of φ(p) is at least p0.677.

3.2.6 Field theory

A field is a system of values and arithmetic operations over them (addition, subtraction, mul-

tiplication, and division) obeying similar axioms to those of rational arithmetic, real number

arithmetic, and complex number arithmetic: addition and multiplication are commutative

and associative, multiplication distributes over addition, subtraction is inverse to addition,

and division is inverse to multiplication by any value except zero. A field K is an extension

of a field F , and F is a subfield of K (the base field), if the elements of F are a subset of

those of K and the two fields’ operations coincide for those values. K can be viewed as a
∗We would like to thank Ricky Demer on MathOverflow for pointing us to reference [82], from which we

also found reference [8].
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vector space over F (values in K can be added to each other and multiplied by values in F )

and the degree [K : F ] of the extension is its dimension as a vector space. For an element

α of K the notation F (α) represents the set of values that can be obtained from rational

functions (ratios of univariate polynomials) with coefficients in F by plugging in α as the

value of the variable. F (α) is itself a field, intermediate between F and K. In particular, we

will frequently consider field extensions Q(α) where Q is the field of rational numbers and

α is an algebraic number, the complex root of a polynomial with rational coefficients.

Lemma 3.5. If α can be computed by a root computation tree of degree d, then [Q(α) : Q] is

d-smooth, i.e., it has no prime factor > d. In particular, if α can be computed by a quadratic

computation tree, then [Q(α) : Q] is a power of two.

Proof. Annotate each node of the given root computation tree with a minimal extension of

the rational number field containing all of the values computed along the path to that node.

This field is an extension of the field for the parent node in the tree by the root of a polynomial

of degree at most d, so as a field extension it has degree at most d (Proposition 4.3.4 of [44],

p. 89). Therefore, the field for each node can be constructed by a sequence of extensions of

the rational numbers, each of degree at most d. Since Q(α) is a subfield of this field, it can

also be constructed in the same way. The degree of a sequence of extensions is the product

of the degrees of each extension (the “tower theorem”, Theorem 4.3.8 of [44], p. 91). Since

each of these extensions is d-smooth, so is their product.

A primitive root of unity ζn is a root of the polynomial xn − 1 whose powers give all other

roots of the same polynomial. As a complex number we can take ζn = exp(2iπ/n).

Lemma 3.6 (Corollary 9.1.10 of [44], p. 235). [Q(ζn) : Q] = φ(n).
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3.2.7 Galois theory

A group is a system of values and a single operation (written as multiplication) that is

associative and in which every element has an inverse. The set of permutations of the set

[n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}, multiplied by function composition, is a standard example of a group and

is denoted by Sn. A permutation group is a subgroup of Sn; i.e., it is a set of permutations

that is closed under the group operation.

A field automorphism of the field F is a bijection σ : F → F that respects the field operations,

i.e., σ(xy) = σ(x)σ(y) and σ(x + y) = σ(x) + σ(y). The set of all field automorphism of

a field F forms a group denoted by Aut(F ). Given a field extension K of F , the subset of

Aut(K) that leaves F unchanged is itself a group, called the Galois group of the extension,

and is denoted Gal(K/F ) = {σ ∈ Aut(K) | σ(x) = x for all x ∈ F}. The splitting field of

a polynomial, p, with rational coefficients, denoted split(p) is the smallest subfield of the

complex numbers that contains all the roots of the polynomial. It is called the splitting

field because it is the smallest field in which the polynomial can be factored into linear

terms. Each automorphism in Gal(split(p)/Q) permutes the roots of the polynomial, no two

automorphisms permute the roots in the same way, and these permutations form a group,

so Gal(split(p)/Q) can be thought of as a permutation group.

Lemma 3.7. If α can be computed by a radical computation tree and K is the splitting field

of an irreducible polynomial with α as one of its roots, then Gal(K/Q) does not contain Sn

as a subgroup for any n ≥ 5.

Proof. If α is computable by a radical computation tree, it can be written as an expression

using nested radicals. If K is the splitting field of an irreducible polynomial with such

an expression as a root, Gal(K/Q) is a solvable group (Def. 8.1.1 of [44], p. 191 and

Theorem 8.3.3 of [44], p. 204). But Sn is not solvable for n ≥ 5 (Theorem 8.4.5 of [44], p.
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213), and every subgroup of a solvable group is solvable (Proposition 8.1.3 of [44], p. 192).

Thus, Gal(K/Q) cannot contain Sn (n ≥ 5) as a subgroup.

The next lemma allows us to infer properties of a Galois group from the coefficients of a

monic polynomial, that is, a polynomial with integer coefficients whose first coefficient is

one. The discriminant of a monic polynomial is (up to sign) the product of the squared

differences of all pairs of its roots; it can also be computed as a polynomial function of the

coefficients. The lemma is due to Dedekind and proven in [44], as Theorem 13.4.5, p. 404.

Lemma 3.8 (Dedekind’s theorem). Let f(x) be an irreducible monic polynomial in Z[x] and

p a prime not dividing the discriminant of f . If f(x) factors into a product of irreducible

polynomials of degrees d0, d1, . . . dr over Z/pZ, then Gal(split(f)/Q) contains a permutation

that is the composition of disjoint cycles of lengths d0, d1, . . . , dr.

A permutation group is transitive if, for every two elements x and y of the elements being

permuted, the group includes a permutation that maps x to y. If K is the splitting field of

an irreducible polynomial of degree n, then Gal(K/Q) (viewed as a permutation group on

the roots) is necessarily transitive. The next lemma allows us to use Dedekind’s theorem

to prove that Gal(K/Q) equals Sn. It is a standard exercise in abstract algebra (e.g., [87],

Exercise 3, p. 305).

Lemma 3.9. If a transitive subgroup G of Sn contains a transposition and an (n− 1)-cycle,

then G = Sn.

3.3 Force-directed graph drawing

Force-directed algorithms are among the most popular and flexible general purpose graph

drawing algorithms. They work by setting up a system of forces between vertices in the graph
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and then performing an iterative algorithm to attempt to reach an equilibrium state. By

choosing an appropriate balance of forces, these algorithms can readily produce aesthetically

pleasing drawings that exhibit the structure of the graph being drawn. More details on such

algorithms can be found in several surveys on the subject [49, 91,139].

In this chapter, we focus our attention on the two most popular force-based drawing algo-

rithms. We consider the Fruchterman and Reingold algorithm, which views the vertices as

repelling charged particles connected by springs of rest length zero, and the Kamada and

Kawai algorithm, which views graphs as a system is which every pair of vertices is connected

by a spring whose spring constant and rest length is based on the graph theoretic distance

between the vertices. The Fruchterman and Reingold algorithm computes a local minimum

by simulating the motion induced by the forces, i.e., at each step the vertices are moved in

a direction based on the current total force at the vertex. On the other hand, the Kamada

and Kawai algorithm defines a total energy function for the system and then attempts to

minimize this function by moving one vertex at a time, using a two-dimensional Newton–

Raphson method. In both algorithms, computing an equilibrium may be viewed as solving

a large system of polynomial equations in many variables. [67,90]

A straightforward implementation of a force-directed drawing algorithm would require Ω(n2+

m) work per iteration, as the pairwise forces must be computed between every pair of vertices

in addition to the edge forces. This slow runtime would limit the size of graphs on which

this method can be used. Researchers have found that by using the multipole method of

n-body simulation [16, 74] the work per iteration can be reduced to O(n log n). These fast

algorithms, in combination with the parallelism of modern GPUs [72,80] allow force-directed

algorithms to be run on graphs with a hundred thousand nodes in under ten seconds.
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3.3.1 Setup

In the Fruchterman and Reingold [67] force-directed model, each vertex is pulled toward its

neighbors with an attractive force, fa(d) = d2/k, and pushed away from all vertices with

a repulsive force, fr(d) = k2/d. The parameter k is a constant that sets the scale of the

drawing, and d is the distance between vertices. We say that a drawing is a Fruchterman

and Reingold equilibrium when the total force at each vertex is zero.

In the Kamada and Kawai [90] force-directed model, every two vertices are connected by a

spring with rest length and spring constant determined by the structure of the graph. The

total energy of the graph is defined to be

E =
∑
i

∑
j>i

1

2
kij
(

dist(pi, pj)− `ij
)2
,

where pi = position of vertex vi, dij = graph theoretic distance between vi and vj, L =

a scaling constant, `ij = Ldij, K = a scaling constant and kij = K/d2ij.

We say that a drawing is a Kamada–Kawai equilibrium if E is at a local minimum. The

necessary conditions for such a local minimum are as follows:

∂E

∂xj
=
∑
i 6=j

kji(xj − xi)
(

1− `ji
dist(pj, pi)

)
= 0 1 ≤ j ≤ n

∂E

∂yj
=
∑
i 6=j

kji(yj − yi)
(

1− `ji
dist(pj, pi)

)
= 0 1 ≤ j ≤ n.

For either of these approaches to force-directed graph drawing, a graph can have multiple

equilibria (Figure 3.1). In such cases, typically, one equilibrium is the “expected” drawing

of the graph and others represent undesired drawings that are not likely to be found by

the drawing algorithm. To make the positions of the vertices in this drawing concrete, we

assume that the constants k (Fruchterman–Reingold), L, and K (Kamada–Kawai) are all
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Figure 3.1: Two stable drawings of K4.

a

b

Figure 3.2: A drawing whose coordinates
cannot be computed by a quadratic com-
putation tree.

equal to 1. As we will demonstrate, there exist graphs whose expected drawings cannot be

constructed in our models of computation. Interestingly, the graphs we use for these results

are not complicated configurations unlikely to arise in practice, but are instead graphs so

simple that they might at first be dismissed as insufficiently challenging even to be used for

debugging purposes.

3.3.2 Root computation trees

Consider the cycle Cn with n vertices. When drawn with force-directed algorithms, either

Fruchterman and Reingold or Kamada and Kawai, the embedding typically places all vertices

equally spaced on a circle, such that neighbors are placed next to each other, as shown in

Figure 3.2. As an easy warm-up to our main results, we observe that this is not always

possible using a quadratic computation tree.

Theorem 3.1. There exist a graph with seven vertices such that it is not possible in a

quadratic computation tree to compute the coordinates of every possible Fruchterman and

Reingold equilibrium or every possible Kamada and Kawai equilibrium.

Proof. Let G be the cycle C7 on seven vertices. Both algorithms have the embedding shown

in Figure 3.2 (suitably scaled) as an equilibrium. In this embedding let a and b be two

neighboring vertices and α and β their corresponding complex coordinates. Then α/β is
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equal to ±ζ7 the seventh root of unity. By Lemma 3.6 [Q(ζ7) : Q] = φ(7) = 6. Since 6

is not a power of two, Lemma 3.5 implies that ζ7 cannot be constructed by a quadratic

computation tree. Therefore, neither can this embedding.

Theorem 3.2. For arbitrarily large values of n, there are graphs on n vertices such that

constructing the coordinates of all Fruchterman and Reingold equilibria on a root computa-

tion tree requires degree Ω(n0.677). If there exists infinitely many Sophie Germain primes,

then there are graphs for which computing the coordinates of any Fruchterman and Reingold

equilibria requires degree Ω(n). The same results with the same graphs hold for Kamada and

Kawai equilibria.

Proof. As in the previous theorem we consider embedding cycles with their canonical embed-

ding, which is an equilibrium for both algorithms. The same argument used in the previous

theorem shows we can construct ζn from the coordinates of the canonical embedding of the

cycle on n vertices.

We consider cycles with p vertices where p is a prime number for which φ(p) = p − 1 has

a large prime factor q. If arbitrarily large Sophie Germain primes exist we let q be such a

prime and let p = 2q+1. Otherwise, by Lemma 3.4 we choose p in such a way that its largest

prime factor q is at least p0.677. Now, by Lemma 3.6 we have: [Q(ζp) : Q] = φ(p) = p − 1.

This extension is not D-smooth for any D smaller than q, and therefore every construction

of it on a root computation tree requires degree at least q.

Thus, such drawings are not possible on a bounded-degree root computation tree.

3.3.3 Radical computation trees

To show that the coordinates of a Fruchterman and Reingold equilibrium are in general not

computable with a radical computation tree we consider embedding the path with three
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v0 v1 v2 v3

Figure 3.3: A graph whose Fruchterman–
Reingold coordinates cannot be computed
by a radical computation tree.

u0 u1

u2

u3

Figure 3.4: A graph whose Kamada–
Kawai coordinates cannot be computed
by a radical computation tree.

edges, shown in Figure 3.3. We assume that all of the vertices are embedded colinearly and

without edge or vertex overlaps. These assumptions correspond to the equilibrium that is

typically produced by the Fruchterman and Reingold algorithm.

Let a > 0 be the distance from v0 to v1 (equal by symmetry to the distance from v2 to v3)

and let b > 0 be the distance from v1 to v2. We can then express the sum of all the forces at

vertex v0 by the equation

F0 = a2 − 1

a
− 1

a+ b
− 1

2a+ b
=

2a5 + 3a4b+ a3b2 − 5a2 − 5ab− b2
2a3 + 3a2b+ ab2

,

and the sum of all the forces at vertex v1 by the equation

F1 = −a2 +
1

a
+ b2 − 1

b
− 1

a+ b
=
−a4b− a3b2 + a2b3 − a2 + ab4 − ab+ b2

a2b+ ab2
.

In an equilibrium state we have F0 = F1 = 0. Equivalently, the numerator p of F0 and the

numerator q of F1 are both zero, where

p(a, b) = 2a5 + 3a4b+ a3b2 − 5a2 − 5ab− b2 = 0

q(a, b) = −a4b− a3b2 + a2b3 − a2 + ab4 − ab+ b2 = 0.

To solve this system of two equations and two unknowns we can eliminate variable a and

produce the following polynomial, shown as a product of irreducible polynomials, whose
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roots give the values of b that lead to a solution.

1

3
b2(3b15 − 48b12 + 336b9 − 1196b6 + 1440b3 + 144) = 0.

The factor b2 corresponds to degenerate drawings and may safely be eliminated. Let f be the

degree-fifteen factor; then f(x) = g(x3) for a quintic polynomial g. A radical computation

tree can compute the roots of f from the roots of g, so we need only show that the roots of

g cannot be computed in a radical computation tree. To do this, we convert g to a monic

polynomial h with the same splitting field, via the transformation

h(x) =
x5

144
g(6/x) = x5 + 60x4 − 299x3 + 504x2 − 432x+ 162.

The polynomial h can be shown to be irreducible by manually verifying that it has no linear

or quadratic factors. Its discriminant is −26 · 39 · 23412 · 2749, and h factors modulo primes

5 and 7 (which do not divide the discriminant) into irreducibles:

h(x) ≡ (x+ 1)(x4 + 3x3 + 6x2 + x+ 1) (mod 7)

h(x) ≡ (x2 + 3x+ 4)(x3 + 2x2 + x+ 3) (mod 5).

By Dedekind’s theorem, the factorization modulo 7 implies the existence of a 4-cycle in

Gal(split(h)/Q), and the factorization modulo 5 implies the existence of a permutation that

is the composition of a transposition and a 3-cycle. Raising the second permutation to the

power 3 yields a transposition. By Lemma 3.9, Gal(split(h)/Q) = S5. So by Lemma 3.7 the

value of b cannot be computed by a radical computation tree. Thus, we cannot compute the

equilibrium coordinates of the path with three edges under the assumptions that the vertices

are collinear and there are no vertex or edge overlaps.
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Theorem 3.3. There exists a graph on four vertices such that it is not possible on a radical

computation tree to construct the coordinates of every possible Fruchterman and Reingold

equilibrium.

To show that the coordinates of a Kamada and Kawai equilibrium are in general not com-

putable with a radical computation tree we consider the graph depicted in Figure 3.4.

Theorem 3.4. There exists a graph on four vertices such that it is not possible on a

radical computation tree to construct the coordinates of every possible Kamada and Kawai

equilibrium.

Proof. With respect to the four-vertex graph of Figure 3.4, we define the following variables:

a is the distance from u0 to u1, b is the horizontal distance from u1 to u2, c is the vertical

distance from u1 to u2, d is the distance from u1 to u2 and e is the distance from u0 to u2.

We make some assumptions on the positions of the vertices. We assume that the line defined

by the positions of u0 and u1 meet the line defined by the positions of u2 and u3 at a right

angle, the vertices are ordered as in the figure, and that there are no vertex or edge overlaps.

These assumptions correspond to the equilibrium that is typically produced by the Kamada

and Kawai algorithm. With these variables, the local optimum conditions for Kamada and

Kawai state that the following expressions all equal zero:

∂E

∂x0
=
−3/2ae+ a− 1/2be+ b+ e

e
,

∂E

∂y0
= 0

∂E

∂x1
=
ad− 2bd+ 2b− d

d
,

∂E

∂y1
= 0

∂E

∂x2
=

1/4ade− 1/2ad+ 5/4bde− 1/2bd− be
de

,
∂E

∂y2
=

13/4cde− 1/2cd− ce− de
de

∂E

∂x3
=

1/4ade− 1/2ad+ 5/4bde− 1/2bd− be
de

,
∂E

∂y3
=
−13/4cde+ 1/2cd+ ce+ de

de
.
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We also have the additional constraints, d2 − b2 − c2 = 0 and e2 − (a + b)2 − c2 = 0, which

follow from our choice of variables. From this system of equations, we can, with the aid of

a computer algebra system, compute the Groebner Basis of the system and extract a single

polynomial, denoted p, that c must satisfy:

p(c) = 365580800000000c18 − 2065812736000000c17 + 5257074184960000c16

− 7950536566252800c15 + 7939897360159392c14 − 5501379135910008c13

+ 2703932242407045c12 − 947252378063088c11 + 234371204926092c10

− 40028929618536c9 + 4535144373717c8 − 317453745456c7

+ 11493047016c6 − 83177280c5 + 167184c4.

The polynomial p factors into c4 and an irreducible factor of degree 14. The c4 factor

corresponds to degenerate drawings with c = 0 and with u2 and u3 drawn at the same point

of the plane; since the expected drawing is of a different type, we can ignore this factor. Let

f(c) be the factor of degree 14. We can convert f to a monic polynomial using the same

techniques as before, producing the following polynomial: g(x) = x14f(258/x)/167184

x14 − 128360x13 + 4575935386x12 − 32609554186008x11 + 120191907907039173x10

− 273701889217560990672x9 + 413454551042624579937072x8

− 431130685015107552530542464x7 + 317510974076480215971285088080x6

− 166668765204034179394613907054336x5

+ 62060780922813932272692806330099712x4

− 16033136614269762618278694793639526400x3

+ 2735179704826314422602131722817699840000x2

− 277301626082465808611849917345431552000000x

+ 12660899181603462048518168020372684800000000.
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The polynomial g can be algorithmically verified to be irreducible via a computer algebra

system. Its discriminant is

2188 · 390 · 526 · 725 · 1312 · 43156 · 9870049872 · 1426547617972 · 200409943514532

· 19082702490530411267805114306612 · 2068784364712376186850628387585613,

and we have the following factorizations of g into irreducible polynomials modulo the primes

67 and 113, which do not divide the discriminant.

g(x) ≡ (x+ 25)(x13 + 54x12 + 62x11 + 40x10 + 48x9 + 52x8 + 10x7

+ 38x6 + 24x5 + 14x4 + 30x3 + 17x2 + 65x+ 34) (mod 67)

g(x) ≡ (x+ 50)(x2 + 15x+ 49)(x11 + 56x10 + 15x9 + 94x8 + 60x7

+ 61x6 + 13x5 + 103x4 + 53x3 + 11x2 + 6x+ 13) (mod 113)

By Dedekind’s theorem, the factorization modulo 67 implies the existence of a 13-cycle in

Gal(split(g)/Q), and the factorization modulo 113 implies the existence of a permutation

that is the composition of a transposition and a 11-cycle. The second permutation produces a

transposition when raised to the eleventh power. Now, by Lemma 3.9 Gal(split(g)/Q) = S14.

So by Lemma 3.7 the value of c cannot be computed by a radical computation tree.

In this section, we proved that for both algorithms at least one of the equilibria is impossible

to compute in a root computation tree or a radical computation tree. It is important to notice

that the impossible equilibrium was the expected and desired outcome of the algorithm.
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3.4 Spectral graph drawing

Another family of general purpose graph drawing method are the spectral methods. To

produce a spectral graph drawing of a graph G, we define an associated matrix, M , and,

from the eigenvectors, u1, u2, u3, · · · , un ofM (ordered by eigenvalues), we choose two vectors

ur and us. The coordinates in R2 of a vertex i in the drawing of G are given by (ur[i], us[i]).

The choice of M , r, and s determine the aesthetics of the drawing, and can be motivated by

viewing the eigenvectors as solutions to optimization problems [100].

In 1970, Hall was the first to propose such a method for graph drawing, using the Laplacian

matrix and the eigenvectors u2 and u3 [81]. Later Manolopoulos and Fowler used the adja-

cency matrix to draw molecular graphs with the eigenvectors chosen based on the molecule

being drawn [107]. Brandes and Willhalm used the u2 and u3 eigenvectors of a relaxed Lapla-

cian, lapρ(G) = lap(G)− ρ deg(G) [30]. More recently, Koren has used the transition matrix

and the eigenvectors un−2 and un−1 [100].

Fast iterative algorithms for the numerical computation of the eigenvectors useful for graph

drawing have been developed, which make spectral graph drawing practical for graphs with

tens of millions of vertices and edges [100, 101, 124]. Unlike many force-directed methods,

these methods can be guaranteed to converge to a unique solution, rather than getting stuck

in local optima. Based on this property, it has been claimed that in spectral drawing an exact

solution may be computed, as opposed to typical NP-hard graph drawing formulations [100].

In light of the results in this paper, we feel that it is more appropriate to say that there

exists a single solution which may be efficiently approximated.

3.4.1 Root computation trees

We begin with the following result for root computation trees.
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Theorem 3.5. For arbitrarily large values of n, there are graphs on n vertices such that

constructing spectral graph drawings based on the adjacency, Laplacian, relaxed Laplacian, or

transition matrix requires a root computation tree of degree Ω(n0.677). If there exist infinitely

many Sophie Germain primes, then there are graphs for which computing these drawings

requires degree Ω(n).

Proof. Since all of the referenced matrices have rational entries, it suffices to consider the

computability of their eigenvalues. Further, if we restrict our attention to regular graphs it

suffices to consider the eigenvalues of just the adjacency matrix,M = adj(G), by Lemma 3.1.

Let p be a prime and G the cycle on p vertices. By Lemma 3.2 the eigenvalues of A = adj(G)

are given by 2 cos(2πk/p) for 0 ≤ k ≤ p − 1. In a root computation tree of degree at least

2 the primitive root of unity ζp = exp(2iπ/p) can be computed from 2 cos(2πk/p) for all

k 6= 0. Therefore, from the proof of Theorem 3.2, for arbitrarily large n, there are graphs

on n vertices such that M has one rational eigenvector (for k = 0) and the computation

of any other eigenvector on a root computation tree requires degree Ω(n0.667). If infinitely

many Sophie Germain primes exist, there are graphs for which computing these eigenvectors

requires degree Ω(n).

Thus, such drawings are not possible on a bounded-degree root computation tree.

3.4.2 Radical computation trees

To show that in general the eigenvectors associated with a graph are not constructible with

a radical tree we consider the graph, Y , on nine vertices in Figure 3.5 for the Laplacian

and relaxed Laplacian matrices, and the graph, H, on twelve vertices in Figure 3.6 for the

adjacency and transition matrices.
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Figure 3.5: A graph Y whose Laplacian eigenvectors are uncomputable by a radical tree.

The Laplacian matrix for Y is given by

lap(Y ) =



1 −1

−1 2 −1

−1 3 −1 −1

−1 2 −1

−1 2 −1

−1 2 −1

−1 2 −1

−1 1

−1 1


and its characteristic polynomial, p(x) = det(M − xI), can be computed to be

p(x) = char(lap(Y )) = x(x8− 16x7 + 104x6− 354x5 + 678x4− 730x3 + 417x2− 110x+ 9).

Lemma 3.10 (Stäckel [134]). If f(x) is a polynomial of degree n with integer coefficients

and |f(k)| is prime for 2n+ 1 values of k, then f(x) is irreducible.

Let q = p(x)/x. The polynomial q is irreducible by Lemma 3.10, as it produces a prime

number for 17 integer inputs from 0 to 90. The discriminant of q is 28 · 9931583 and we have

the following factorizations of q modulo the primes 31 and 41.

p1(x) ≡ (x+ 27)(x7 + 19x6 + 25x5 + 25x4 + 3x3 + 26x2 + 25x+ 21) (mod 31)

p1(x) ≡ (x+ 1)(x2 + 15x+ 39)(x5 + 9x4 + 29x3 + 10x2 + 36x+ 16) (mod 41).
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By Dedekind’s theorem, the factorization modulo 31 implies the existence of a 7-cycle, and

the factorization modulo 41 implies the existence of a permutation that is the composition

of a transposition and a 5-cycle. The second permutation raised to the fifth power produces

a transposition. Thus, Lemma 3.9 implies Gal(split(p1)/Q) = S8. So by Lemma 3.7 the

only eigenvalue of lap(Y ) computable in a radical computation tree is 0. For the relaxed

Laplacian we consider the two variable polynomial f(x, ρ) = char(lapρ(Y )). Since setting ρ

equal to 1 produces a polynomial with Galois group S8, Hilbert’s irreducibility theorem tells

us that the set of ρ for which the Galois group of f(x, ρ) is S8 is dense in Q.

Theorem 3.6. There exists a graph on nine vertices such that it is not possible to construct

a spectral graph drawing based on the Laplacian matrix in a radical computation tree. For

this graph there exists a dense subset A of Q such that it is not possible to construct a spectral

graph drawing based on the relaxed Laplacian with ρ ∈ A in a radical computation tree.

Now, we provide additional impossibility results for spectral graph drawing, based on the

12-vertex graph, H, shown in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: A graph, H, whose adjacency and transition eigenvectors are uncomputable in
a radical tree.
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The adjacency matrix of H is given by

adj(H) =



1

1 1

1 1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1 1

1 1

1

1

1


and its characteristic polynomial can be computed to be

q(x) = char(adj(H))

= (x6 − x5 − 5x4 + 4x3 + 5x2 − 2x− 1)(x6 + x5 − 5x4 − 4x3 + 5x2 + 2x− 1).

Let q0 and q1 be the factors of q in the order given above. First, observe that q0(x) = q1(−x),

which implies that we need only compute the Galois group of q0. The polynomial q0 is

irreducible by Lemma 3.10, as it produces a prime for 13 integer inputs in the range from 0

to 50. The discriminant of q0 is 592661 (a prime), and we have the following factorizations

of q0 into irreducible polynomials modulo the primes 13 and 7, which do not divide the
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discriminant:

q0(x) ≡ (x+ 9)(x5 + 3x4 + 7x3 + 6x2 + 3x+ 10) (mod 13)

q0(x) ≡ (x+ 2)(x2 + 5x+ 5)(x3 + 6x2 + x+ 2) (mod 7).

By Dedekind’s theorem, the factorization modulo 13 implies the existence of a 5-cycle in

Gal(split(q0)/Q) and factorization modulo 7 implies the existence of a permutation that is

the composition of a transposition and a 3-cycle in Gal(split(q0)/Q). The second permutation

when cubed yields a transposition. Therefore, Lemma 3.9 implies Gal(split(q0)/Q) = S6. So

by Lemma 3.7 the eigenvalues of adj(H) are not computable in a radical computation tree.

Theorem 3.7. There exists a graph on 12 vertices such that it is not possible to construct

a spectral graph drawing based on the adjacency matrix in a radical computation tree.

The transition matrix of H is given by

tran(H) =



1

1/2 1/2

1/3 1/3 1/3

1/2 1/2

1/2 1/2

1/2 1/2

1/2 1/2

1/3 1/3 1/3

1/2 1/2

1

1

1
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and its characteristic polynomial can be computed to be

r(x) = char(tran(H))

= (x− 1)(x+ 1)(x5 − 1/2x4 − 11/12x3 + 1/3x2 + 1/6x− 1/24)

(x5 + 1/2x4 − 11/12x3 − 1/3x2 + 1/6x + 1/24)

Let r1, r2, r3 and r4 be the factors of r in the order given above. As before, we have a

relation between r2 and r3, r2(x) = −r3(−x), which means that we need only compute the

Galois group for r2. First, we convert r2 into a monic polynomial with integer coefficients,

s(x) = −24x5r2(1/x) = x5 − 4x4 − 8x3 + 22x2 + 12x− 24.

The discriminant of s is 28 · 3 · 97 · 6947, and we have the following factorization of s into

irreducible polynomials modulo the primes 11 and 5, which do not divide the discriminant:

s(x) ≡ (x+ 1)(x4 + 6x3 + 8x2 + 3x+ 9) (mod 11)

s(x) ≡ (x2 + x+ 1)(x3 + x+ 1) (mod 5)

By Dedekind’s theorem, the factorization modulo 11 implies the existence of a 4-cycle in

Gal(split(s)/Q) and the factorization modulo 5 implies the existence of a permutation that is

the composition of a transposition and a 3-cycle in Gal(split(s)/Q). When cubed the second

permutation produces a transposition. Therefore, Lemma 3.9 implies Gal(split(s)/Q) =

S5. So by Lemma 3.7 the only eigenvalues of tran(G) that are computbale in a radical

computation tree are −1 and 1. Since the roots of r are in the interval [−1, 1], the only

computable eigenvectors correspond to the smallest and largest eigenvalues, λ1 = −1 and

λ12 = 1, whose eigenvectors are given below.

u1 = (1,−1, 1,−1, 1,−1, 1,−1, 1,−1,−1, 1) u12 = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)
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Theorem 3.8. There exists a graph on twelve vertices such that the only spectral drawing

based on the transition matrix that is computable in a radical computation tree uses the largest

and smallest eigenvectors, and produces a drawing in which many vertices have coinciding

positions.

3.5 Circle packing

The famous circle packing theorem of Koebe, Andreev, and Thurston states that every planar

graph can be represented by a collection of interior-disjoint circles in the Euclidean plane,

so that each vertex of the graph is represented by one circle and each edge is represented by

a tangency between two circles [99, 137]. If the given graph is a maximal planar graph, the

circle packing is unique up to Möbius transformations; it can be made completely unique

by packing the circles on a sphere rather than on the plane and by choosing a Möbius

transformation that maximizes the minimum radius of the circles [20]. Circle packings have

many algorithmic applications, detailed in Section 3.5.1.

Efficient numerical algorithms for computing a circle packing representing a given graph are

known, in time polynomial in the number of circles and the desired numerical precision [40,

114,115]. These algorithms work with a system of radii of the circles, leaving their geometric

placement for later. Starting from an inaccurate initial system of radii, they repeatedly

improve this system by choosing one of the circles and replacing its radius by a new number

that would allow the circle to be precisely surrounded by a ring of circles with its neighbors’

radii. Each such replacement can be performed by a simple calculation using trigonometric

functions, and the system of radii rapidly converges to values corresponding to a valid circle

packing. Once the radii have been accurately approximated, the locations of the circle centers

of the circles can be calculated by a process of triangulation. These algorithms have been
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implemented by multiple researchers—our figures are the output of a Python implementation

initially developed for a graph drawing application [59]—and they work well in practice.

Although the known algorithms for circle packing use trigonometry, the circle packings them-

selves are algebraic: it is straightforward to write out a system of quadratic equations for

variables describing the centers and radii of the circles, with each equation constraining two

circles to be tangent. The real-valued solutions to these equations necessarily include the

desired circle packings, although they may also include other configurations of circles that

have the proper tangencies but are not interior-disjoint.

Nevertheless, despite being an algebraic problem with many applications and with algorithms

that are efficient in practice, we do not know of a strongly polynomial algorithm for circle

packing, one that computes the solution exactly rather than numerically, and uses a number

of computational steps that depends polynomially on the size of the input graphs but does not

depend on the desired numerical precision of the output. The absence of such an algorithm

cannot be explained solely by the high degree of the polynomials describing the solution,

because the system of polynomials for a circle packing only has degree two, and because there

are other problems (such as the construction of regular 2n-gons) that have high degree and

yet are easily solvable (for instance as an explicit formula or by compass and straightedge).

In this paper, we use more subtle properties of the polynomials describing circle packings,

based on Galois theory, to explain why an efficient exact circle packing algorithm does not

exist.

3.5.1 Applications of circle packing

The circle packing theorem, and algorithms based on it for transforming arbitrary planar

graphs into tangent circle representations, have become a standard tool in graph drawing.

Graph drawing results proved using circle packing include the fact that every planar graph of
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bounded degree can be drawn without crossings with a constant lower bound on its angular

resolution (the minimum angle between incident edges) [106] and with edges that have a

constant number of distinct slopes [93]. Circle packings have also been used to draw graphs

on the hyperbolic plane [116], to draw planar graphs on spheres in a way that realizes all of

the symmetries of the planar embedding [20], to construct convex polyhedra that represent

planar graphs [127], to find Lombardi drawings of planar graphs of degree at most three,

drawings in which the edges are represented as circular arcs that surround each vertex by

angles with equal areas [59], to represent 4-regular planar graphs as the arcs and intersection

points of an arrangement of circles that may cross each other [18], to construct drawings

in which each vertex is incident to a large angle [1], and to construct confluent drawings,

drawings in which edges are represented as smooth paths through a system of tracks and

junctions [61].

Beyond graph drawing, additional applications of circle packing include algorithmic versions

of the Riemann mapping theorem on the existence of conformal maps between planar do-

mains [136], unfolding human brain surfaces onto a plane for more convenient visualization

of their structures [86], finding planar separators [62,112], approximation of dessins d’enfant

(a type of graph embedding used in algebraic geometry) [26], and the geometric realization

of soap bubbles from their combinatorial structure [60].

3.5.2 Root computation trees

A given graph may be represented by infinitely many circle packings, related to each other

by Möbius transformations. But as we now show, if one particular packing cannot be con-

structed in our model, then there is no other packing for the same graph that the model can

construct.
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Lemma 3.11. Suppose that a circle packing P contains two concentric circles. Suppose

also that at least one radius of a circle or distance between two circle centers, at least one

center of a circle, and the slope of at least one line connecting two centers of circles in P can

all be constructed by one of our computation models, but that P itself cannot be constructed.

Then the same model cannot construct any circle packing that represents the same underlying

graph as P .

Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that the model could construct a circle packing Q repre-

senting the same graph as P . By Lemma 3.3, we could transform Q to make the two circles

concentric, giving a packing that is similar either to P or to the inversion of P through the

center of the concentric circles. By one more transformation it can be made similar to P .

The model could then rotate the packing so the slope of the line connecting two centers

matches the corresponding slope in P , scale it so the radius of one of its circles matches

the corresponding radius in P , and translate the center of one of its circles to the corre-

sponding center in P , resulting in P itself. This gives a construction of P , contradicting the

assumption.

We define Bipyramid(k) to be the graph formed by the vertices and edges of a (k+ 2)-vertex

bipyramid (a polyhedron formed from two pyramids over a k-gon by gluing them together

on their bases). In graph-theoretic terms, it consists of a k-cycle and two additional vertices,

with both of these vertices connected by edges to every vertex of the k-cycle. The example

of Bipyramid(7) can be seen in Figure 3.7, left.

Theorem 3.9. There exists a graph whose circle packings cannot be constructed by a

quadratic computation tree.

Proof. Consider the circle packing of Bipyramid(7) in which the two hubs are represented by

concentric circles, centered at the origin, with the other circle centers all on the unit circle
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Figure 3.7: The graph Bipyramid(7) and its associated concentric circle packing.

and with one of them on the x axis. One of the centers of this packing is at the root of unity

ζ7. By Lemma 3.6, [Q(ζ7) : Q] = φ(7) = 6. 6 is not a power of two, so by Lemma 3.5, ζ7

cannot be constructed by a quadratic computation tree. By Lemma 3.11, neither can any

other packing for the same graph.

Now, we provide additional impossibility results for circle packings.

Theorem 3.10. For arbitrarily large values of n, there are graphs on n vertices such

that constructing a circle packing for the graph on a root computation tree requires degree

Ω(n0.677). If there exist infinitely many Sophie Germain primes, then there are graphs for

which constructing a circle packing requires degree Ω(n).

Proof. As in Theorem 3.9, we consider packings of Bipyramid(n−2) that have two concentric

circles centered at the origin and all remaining circle centers on the unit circle. We choose

n = p + 2 where p is a prime number for which φ(p) = p − 1 has a large prime factor q. If

arbitrarily large Sophie Germain primes exist we let q be such a prime and let p = 2q + 1.

Otherwise, by Lemma 3.4 we choose p in such a way that the largest prime factor q of φ(p)

is at least p0.677.

By Lemma 3.6, we have: [Q(ζp) : Q] = φ(p) = p− 1. Thus, this extension is not D-smooth

for any D smaller than q, and every construction of it on a root computation tree requires
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degree at least q. By Lemma 3.11, the same degree is necessary for constructing any packing

of the same graph.

3.5.3 Radical computation trees

To show that circle packings are in general not constructible with a radical computation tree

we consider the input graph shown in Figure 3.8, together with a circle packing in which

the circles corresponding to the two degree twelve vertices are concentric. We assume that

this packing has been scaled so that the circles tangent to both concentric circles (the circles

labeled with D) have radius equal to one, and so that (as in the figure) the smaller circle

centers lie on the y axis and two of the unit circle centers lie on the x axis. The placement

and radii of the circles in this packing may be determined from two values, namely the radius

a of the circle labeled A and the radius b of the circle B.

We use the following two simple trigonometric lemmas:

Lemma 3.12. If X ′ = arccos(X) and Y ′ = arccos(Y ) with X ′, Y ′ ∈ [0, π], then X ′+Y ′ = π

implies X + Y = 0.

B

C

D

A

B

C

D

D

D

DD

D

D

D

D

Figure 3.8: An example of a graph (left) and its corresponding circle packing (right) where
the circle packing is not constructible in a radical computation tree.
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Proof. The supplement identity yields cos(X ′) = cos(π − Y ′) = − cos(Y ′), which in turn

implies X = −Y . Thus, X + Y = 0.

Lemma 3.13. If U ′ = arccos(U) and V ′ = arccos(V ) with U ′, V ′ ∈ [0, π], U ′ + 2V ′ = π/2

implies 4V 4 − 4V 2 + U2 = 0.

Proof. The complement and double angle formulas yield cos(U ′) = cos(π/2−2V ′) = sin(2V ′) =

2 sin(V ′) cos(V ′) and after simplification we have U = 2
√

1− V 2V which implies that U2 =

4(1− V 2)V 2. Thus, 4V 4 − 4V 2 + U2 = 0.

We now derive polynomial equations that these two radii must satisfy. If we consider the

triangle formed by the centers of circles C, B and D, then the angle at the center of B is

given by arccos(X), where X is given below. Similarly, if we consider the triangle formed by

the centers of circles B, D and A, then the angle at the center of B is given by arccos(Y ),

where Y is given below. These formulas follow from a direct application of the law of cosines.

X =
(b+ (1− b))2 + (b+ 1)2 − ((1− b) + 1)2

2(b+ (1− b))(b+ 1)

Y =
(b+ 1)2 + (b+ a)2 − (a+ 1)2

2(b+ 1)(b+ a)

Now we have the relation arccos(X) + arccos(Y ) = π, as the angles around B sum to 2π.

This fact together with Lemma 3.12 implies a = 2b2/(1 − 2b). Thus, we can remove the

variable a from consideration as it can be computed from b in a radical computation tree.

To find a polynomial with b as its root we consider the angles around circle A. The angle at

the center of circle A in the triangle through the centers of the circle A, B and D is given

by arccos(U), where U is given below. Similarly, the angle at the center of circle A in the

triangle through the centers of A, D and an adjacent D is given by arccos(V ), where V is
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given below. Again, these formulas follow from the law of cosines.

U =
(a+ b)2 + (a+ 1)2 − (b+ 1)2

2(a+ b)(a+ 1)
=
−6b2 + 6b− 1

2b2 − 2b+ 1

V =
(a+ 1)2 + (a+ 1)2 − (1 + 1)2

2(a+ 1)(a+ 1)
=

(2b2 − 4b+ 1)(2b2 − 1)

(2b2 − 2b+ 1)2

Since the angles around the circle A sum to 2π we have the relation arccos(U)+2 arccos(V ) =

π/2. Plugging the computed values of U and V into the formula of Lemma 3.13 yields the

polynomial f(b) as its numerator, where:

f(b) = 2304b16 − 18432b15 + 68096b14 − 154112b13 + 254720b12

− 363520b11 + 471424b10 − 501376b9 + 390112b8 − 208000b7

+ 73440b6 − 17504b5 + 3568b4 − 896b3 + 200b2 − 24b+ 1

The polynomial f(b) factors as the product of two irreducible eighth degree polynomials f0(b)

and f1(b), below. We have the identity f0(b) = f1(1 − b) which appears to come from the

symmetry between the outer and inner circles of the packing. For this reason the splitting

field of f(b) is equal to the splitting field of f0(b). Since the polynomial f0 is not monic we

will instead consider the monic polynomial g(b) = b8f0(1/b) (this corresponds to reversing

the order of the coefficients), which has the same splitting field:

f0(b) = 48b8 − 256b7 + 592b6 − 656b5 + 336b4 − 64b3 + 4b2 − 4b+ 1

f1(b) = 48b8 − 128b7 + 144b6 − 208b5 + 336b4 − 288b3 + 116b2 − 20b+ 1

g(b) = b8 − 4b7 + 4b6 − 64b5 + 336b4 − 656b3 + 592b2 − 256b+ 48
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The polynomial g(b) is irreducible by Lemma 3.10, as it produces a prime for seventeen

integer inputs in the range from −119 to 101. The discriminant of g is 252 · 81637, and we

have the following factorization of g into irreducible polynomials modulo the primes 3 and

29:

g(b) ≡ b(b7 + 2b6 + b5 + 2b4 + b2 + b+ 2) (mod 3)

g(b) ≡ (b+ 9)(b2 + 23b+ 12)(b5 + 22b4 + 9b3 + 20b+ 23) (mod 29)

By Dedekind’s theorem, the factorization modulo 3 implies the existence of a 7-cycle in

Gal(split(g)/Q), and the factorization modulo 29 implies there is also a permutation that is

the composition of a transposition and a 5-cycle. Taking this second permutation to the fifth

power eliminates the 5-cycle, producing a transposition. By Lemma 3.9, Gal(split(g)/Q) =

S8. So by Lemma 3.7 the value of b cannot be computed by a radical computation tree.

Thus, by Lemma 3.11 a radical computation tree cannot construct any circle packing of the

graph in Figure 3.8, proving the following theorem.

Theorem 3.11. There exists a graph on sixteen vertices such that constructing a circle

packing for the graph on a radical computation tree is not possible.

3.5.4 Additional circle packings and their groups

The Galois groups in this section were calculated using Sage. We identified the low-degree

groups by using the PARI library, and the high-degree symmetric groups by using a brute

force search for primes satisfying the conditions of Dedekind’s theorem and Lemma 3.9. To

factor the polynomials arising in these computations we used the FLINT library.

The circle packings we consider in this section are variants of the bipyramid. The graph

Pack(k, n) is constructed from a cycle of length kn + k by replacing every n + 1th vertex
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Figure 3.9: Concentric circle packings Pack(2, n) for n = 5, 7, 9, 11.

with a pair of adjacent vertices. Then we add two additional vertices u and v. As in the

bipyramid, each of the vertices in the initial cycle is adjacent to both u and v. For each pair

that replaced one of the vertices in the cycle we connect one vertex in the pair to u and one

to v. This creates a maximal planar graph with kn+2k+2 vertices. The graph in Figure 3.8

is Pack(2, 5), and Figure 3.9 depicts several additional graphs of the form Pack(2, n).

The next conjecture concerns the graphs of the form Pack(2, n). We tested its correctness

for all the graphs of this form up to n = 120.

Conjecture 3.1. For the concentric packing of Pack(2, n), the value of b satisfies a poly-

nomial such that when

• n ≡ 3, 5 (mod 6) its irreducible factors have Galois group: S2n−2;

• n ≡ 1 (mod 6) its irreducible factors have Galois groups: S2, S2n−4;

• n ≡ 0, 2 (mod 6) its irreducible factors have Galois groups: S1, Sn−2, Sn−1;

• n ≡ 4 (mod 6) its irreducible factors have Galois groups: S1, S2, Sn−3, Sn−2, Sn−2.
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Figure 3.10: Concentric circle packings Pack(1, n) for n = 5, 7, 9, 11.

The next conjecture concerns the graphs of the form Pack(1, n) depicted in Figure 3.10. We

tested it only up to n = 13 due to the increased difficulty of identifying Galois groups that are

not symmetric groups. The groups 2 oSd appearing in the conjecture are the hyperoctahedral

groups, symmetry groups of d-dimensional hypercubes.

Conjecture 3.2. For the concentric packing of Pack(1, n), the value of b satisfies a poly-

nomial such that when

• n ≡ 3 (mod 4) its irreducible factors have Galois groups: 2 o Sn−1.

• n ≡ 1 (mod 4) its irreducible factors have Galois groups: S1, 2 o Sn−2;

Either of these conjectures, if true, would imply that circle packing is hard on a root radical

computation tree that can compute both bounded-degree polynomial roots and unbounded-

degree radicals. Moreover, they would imply that the degree necessary to compute circle

packing on a root computation tree is linear in n, without depending on the infinitude of

Sophie Germain primes.
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3.6 Multidimensional scaling

Multidimensional scaling algorithms are a family of graph drawing methods originally pre-

sented by Kruskal and Seery [104]. These techniques attempt to place vertices into d-

dimensional space (where d is usually two or three) such that the geometric distance of each

pair of vertices is approximately close to some measure of their graph-theoretic distance. It

can be seen as closely related both to Kamada–Kawai drawing (which attempts to fit the

drawing to target distances between vertices) and spectral drawing (which uses matrices and

their eigenvectors to construct drawings).

We encapsulate the target measure of distance in a matrix D of pairwise squared vertex

distances in G. Formally we wish to find a matrix of vertex positions, X = [x1, . . . , xn]T , so

that for each pair of vertices i and j, ||xi−xj||2 ≈ Di,j. When the matrix D is the matrix of

the squared graph theoretic distances for all vertex pairs, this is classical multidimensional

scaling [29]. In this case, to compute X, we first compute a derived matrix B by double

centering the matrix D; this is an operation that combines D linearly with its row averages,

column averages, and overall average, in a way that (if D were truly a matrix of squared

Euclidean distances) would produce a matrix of dot products B = XXT . Then, to recover

the matrix X of vertex positions, we factor B as B = V ΛV T where V is the orthonormal

matrix of the eigenvectors of B, sorted by eigenvalue, and Λ is the matrix of corresponding

eigenvalues of B. The final vertex positions are obtained by taking the first d columns of

the matrix V Λ1/2.

The computation of the matrix D of squared graph theoretic distances, by an all pairs short-

est path algorithm, and the computation of the eigenvectors of B, by repeated multiplication

and orthogonalization, are polynomial but can be expensive for large graphs. Alternative

variants of multidimensional scaling that reduce its computation time at the cost of solu-

tion quality have been proposed [29]. These other variants, including landmark and pivot
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multidimensional scaling, construct D as the squared distance matrix of a smaller sample

of vertex pairs and use slightly different techniques to compute X. These methods only

approximate the X from classical multidimensional scaling, but can be feasibly run on much

larger graphs.

Multidimensional scaling can also be computed by a technique called majorization [69]. The

energy or stress of a drawing is defined to be a weighted sum of squared differences between

vertex pair distances in the graph and their real positions. A solution can be computed

iteratively by bounding the energy from above with a convex function, based on the current

solution, and setting each successive solution to be the minimizer of this convex function.

3.6.1 Radical computation tree

Now, we provide additional impossibility results for the classical multidimensional scaling

method.
v1

v6

v5 v2

v3v4

Figure 3.11: A graph, H, whose classical multidimensional scaling coordinates are uncom-
putable by a radical tree.

The squared distance matrix for the graph in Figure 3.11 is given below on the left and after

double centering it becomes the matrix on the right.
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0 1 1 4 4 9

1 0 1 1 1 4

1 1 0 1 4 4

4 1 1 0 4 1

4 1 4 4 0 1

9 4 4 1 1 0


. ⇒



−73/18 −11/9 −31/18 23/18 7/9 89/18

−11/9 −7/18 1/9 1/9 −7/18 16/9

−31/18 1/9 −25/18 −7/18 19/9 23/18

23/18 1/9 −7/18 −25/18 19/9 −31/18

7/9 −7/18 19/9 19/9 −43/18 −20/9

89/18 16/9 23/18 −31/18 −20/9 −73/18



The characteristic polynomial of this double centered matrix is:

p(x) = x(x5 + 41/3x4 + 19x3 − 125x2 − 88/3x1 + 48).

Let p0 and p1 be the two irreducible factors of p in the above order. Because p1(2) < 0 and

p1(3) > 0, the factor p1 has a root greater than zero; therefore, p1 is the factor with the

largest root. This root is the largest eigenvalue. We now convert p1 into a monic polynomial

with integer coefficients:

q(x) =
x5

48
p1

(
3 · 48

x

)
= x5− 88x4− 54000x3 + 1181952x2 + 122425344x+ 1289945088.

The discriminant of q is 261 · 331 · 12421 · 3039011. Factoring q into irreducible polynomials

modulo 7 and 11 gives:
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q(x) ≡ (x+ 4)(x4 + 7x3 + 4x2 + 8x+ 9) (mod 11)

q(x) ≡ (x2 + 2x+ 5)(x3 + x2 + 5x+ 1) (mod 7)

Because neither 11 nor 7 divides the discriminant of q, Dedekind’s theorem implies the exis-

tence of a 4-cycle and the composition of a transposition with a 3-cycle in Gal(split(q)/Q).

Taking the third power of the latter element gives an element that is just a transposi-

tion. The existence of these two elements in the Galois group implies, by Lemma 3.9, that

Gal(split(q)/Q) = S5.

In multidimensional scaling the vertex positions are determined by multiplying a matrix of

the first few eigenvectors by a matrix of the square roots of the corresponding eigenvalues.

Lemma 3.7 implies that these eigenvalues cannot be computed in a radical computation tree,

but we must still show that the vertex positions themselves also cannot be computed in this

model. However, the columns of the matrix of vertex positions are themselves multiples of

eigenvectors. If we could compute the vertex positions, we could use these eigenvectors to

recover their corresponding eigenvalues. Since the eigenvalues cannot be computed, it follows

that the vertex positions also cannot be computed.

Theorem 3.12. There exists a graph on six vertices such that the drawing produced by

classical multidimensional scaling is not computable in a radical computation tree.

3.6.2 Root computation trees

We leave as open for future research the problem of proving degree lower bounds for mul-

tidimensional scaling in the root computation tree. The technique that we used for the

corresponding problem for other graph drawing techniques was to express the coordinates of
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drawings of highly-symmetric graphs using high-degree cyclotomic polynomials or (almost

equivalently) high-degree Chebyshev polynomials, but that does not seem to work in this

case. For instance, the characteristic polynomial for the multidimensional scaling drawing of

an n-vertex cycle graph cannot be a cyclotomic polynomial of order n, because the charac-

teristic polynomial for multidimensional scaling always includes zero as a root whereas the

cyclotomic polynomial has all its roots nonzero.

3.7 Discussion

We have shown that several types of graph drawing cannot be constructed by models of

computation that allow computation of arbitrary-degree radicals, nor by models that allow

computation of the roots of bounded-degree polynomials. Whether the degree of these

polynomials must grow linearly as a function of the input size, or only proportionally to a

sublinear power, remains subject to an open number-theoretic conjecture.

It is natural to ask whether these drawings might be computable in a model of computation

that allows both arbitrary-degree radicals and bounded-degree roots (e.g., extending our

computation tree model to allow by operations, a root radical tree). To prove that it is

not, we must show that the Galois group of a graph drawing can contain a high-degree

unsolvable group, either by exhibiting a family of graph drawings with explicit Galois groups

or by showing that many or all polynomials have roots that can be associated with a graph

drawing. We leave this as open for future research. However, according to our preliminary

calculations, many circle packings resembling the ones in our main results indeed have high

degree unsolvable Galois groups. (See Conjectures 1 and 2.)

A famous family of circle packings, the Apollonian gaskets, can be constructed by compass

and straightedge. These are the packings that start from three mutually tangent circles and
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then repeatedly add one more circle in the triangular gap between three mutually tangent

circles. (See Figure 3.12.) The maximal planar graphs they are dual to, the Apollonian

networks, are exactly the maximal planar graphs of treewidth three. It is natural to hope

from this example that the planar graphs of bounded treewidth lead to packings that can

be computed using roots of bounded degree. However, our bipyramid examples dash this

hope, as they have treewidth (and pathwidth) four and require unbounded degree. Our

examples of graphs whose circle packings cannot be expressed by nested radicals also have

treewidth and pathwidth four. It remains of interest to find and characterize a broader class

of maximal planar graphs whose packings have low Galois complexity.

Figure 3.12: A complicated circle packing that is constructible by compass and straightedge
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Chapter 4

FPT using almost-tree kernelization∗

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we investigate crossing minimization for book drawings of graphs that are

almost trees. Graphs that differ from a tree by the inclusion of a small number of edges

arise in many applications; such graphs are called almost-trees. Almost-trees can be found in

the areas of biology, medicine, operations research, sociology, genealogy, distributed systems,

and telecommunications, and in each of these applications it is important to find effective

visualizations.

Following Gurevich, Stockmeyer and Vishkin [79] we define a k-almost-tree to be a graph

such that every biconnected component of the graph has cyclomatic number at most k, where

the cyclomatic number is the difference between the number of edges in a graph and in one

of its maximal spanning forests. The k-almost-tree parameter has been used in past fixed-
∗Portions of this chapter are included with permission from Springer-Verlag [9, 15]. We would like to

thank Emma S. Spiro whose work with social networks led us to consider drawing almost-trees, and an
anonymous reviewer for helpful suggestions in our 2-page kernelization.
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parameter algorithms [2, 24, 41, 64, 65, 68, 97], and will play the same role in our algorithms

for crossing minimization.

Our main results are that computing the minimum number of crossings cr1(G) or crossed

edges cre1(G) in a 1-page drawing of a graph G, and the minimum number of crossings

cr2(G) or crossed edges cre2(G) in a 2-page drawing of G are all fixed-parameter tracable for

k-almost-trees. As with previous work on parameterized algorithms for crossing numbers [77,

92,121], our algorithms have a high dependence on their parameters. Making our algorithms

more practical by reducing this dependence remains an open problem.

4.2 Application domains

Examples of k-almost-trees can be found in biological gene expression networks, where ver-

tices represent genes and edges represent correlations between pairs of genes. The k-almost-

tree structure of such graphs has been exploited in parameterized algorithms for finding

sequences of valid labelings of genes as active or inactive [2]. The parameter k has also been

used in algorithms for continuous facility location where weighted edges represent a road

network on which to efficiently place facilities serving clients [79]. Intraprogram communi-

cation networks whose vertices represent modules of a distributed system and whose edges

represent communicating pairs of modules also have an almost-tree structure that has been

exploited for parameterized algorithms [64].

A typical example of almost-trees arises when studying the spread of sexually transmitted

infections, where sexual networks are constructed by voluntary survey. In these graphs

vertices represent people who have received treatment, and edges represent their reported

sexual parters. Analysis of these networks allows researchers to identify the growth and

decline phases of an outbreak, and the general spread of the disease [46,122,123].
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Another type of social network represents the business dealings of individuals and business

entities. Examples of these networks can be found in the art of Mark Lombardi, an artist

famous for his drawings of networks connecting the key players of conspiracy theories [105].

Many of Lombardi’s networks show an almost-tree structure; the Lippo Group Shipping

network listed in Table 4.1 is one.

The directed acyclic graphs originating from genealogical data where edges represent parental

relationships on the vertices are another example of k-almost-trees, when viewed as undi-

rected graphs, since in modern societies marriage between close relatives is rare. Similar

types of graphs also come from animal pedigrees, academic family trees, and organizational

lineages [34].

Utility networks such as telecommunication networks and power grids also form an almost-

tree structure, where additional edges beyond those of a spanning tree provide load balancing

and redundancy. Since such links are expensive they are placed in the network sparingly.

In order to visually distinguish the tree-like parts of these graphs from the parts with non-

trivial connectivity, we may use a sunburst style (Figure 4.1) in which the 2-core of the graph

(the part of a graph which is left after repeatedly removing all degree one vertices [130]) is

drawn with a one-page circular layout and the rest of the graph extends outwards using

Figure 4.1: Two sunburst drawings. Left: An HIV infection graph. Right: Lombardi’s World
Finance Miami graph.
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Name n m a k n2 m2

Gonorrhoea sexual network 1 [46] 38 39 2 2 9 10
Gonorrhoea sexual network 2 [46] 84 90 7 4 22 28
Lippo Group Shipping [105] 96 112 17 16 45 61
Global International Airways
and Indian Springs State Bank [105] 82 99 18 15 33 50

Gondola Genealogy [47] 242 255 14 14 50 63
HIV [123] 243 257 15 12 39 53
Power Grid [143] 4941 6594 1654 1516 3353 5006

Table 4.1: Statistics for real-world almost-trees.

a radial layout on concentric circles. In this style, crossings occur only within the inner

one-page layout, motivating our interest in crossing minimization for one-page drawings of

almost-trees.

We collect statistics for several real world graphs in Table 4.1. The table shows vertex and

edge counts (n and m), the cyclomatic number a = m−n+1, the k-almost-tree parameter k,

and the vertex and edge counts for the 2-core (n2 and m2). For most of these graphs the

parameters a and k are low.

4.3 The kernel

Our fixed-parameter algorithms use the kernelization method. In this method we find a

polynomial time transformation from an arbitrary input instance to a kernel, an instance

whose size is bounded by a fixed function f(k) of the parameter value, and then apply a

non-polynomial time algorithm to the kernel.

We first describe our kernelization for cyclomatic number, which starts by reducing the graph

to its 2-core. The 2-core of a graph can be found in linear time by initializing a queue of

degree one vertices, repeatedly finding and removing vertices from the queue and the graph,

and updating the degree and queue membership of the neighbor of each removed vertex.The
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2-core consists of vertices of degree at least three connected to each other by paths of degree

two vertices. The following lemma bounds the numbers of high degree vertices and maximal

paths of degree two vertices.

Lemma 4.1. If G is a graph with cyclomatic number k and minimum degree three then G

has at most 2k − 2 vertices and at most 3k − 3 edges. Furthermore, this bound is tight. As

a consequence, the 2-core of a graph with cyclomatic number k has at most 2k − 2 vertices

of degree at least three, and at most 3k − 3 maximal paths of degree two vertices.

Proof. Double counting yields 2(n − 1 + k) ≥ 3n, simplifying to n ≤ 2k − 2. A spanning

tree of G has at most 2k − 3 edges, and there are k edges outside the tree, from which the

bound on edges follows. For a graph realizing the upper bound consider any cubic graph

with 2k − 2 vertices.

The final step in this kernelization is to reduce the length of the maximal degree two paths.

Depending on the specific problem, we will determine a maximal allowed path length `(k),

and if any paths exceed this length we will shorten them to length exactly `(k). After this

step the kernel will have O(k`(k)) edges and vertices, bounded by a function of k.

To change the parameter of our algorithms from the cyclomatic number to the k-almost-tree

parameter, we first decompose the graph into its biconnected components. These components

have a tree structure and in most drawing styles they can be embedded separately without

introducing crossings. We then kernelize and optimally embed each biconnected component

individually.
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4.4 1-page crossing minimization

Minimizing crossings in 1-page drawings is important for several drawing styles, but is NP-

hard [109], leading Baur and Brandes to develop fast practical heuristics for reducing but

not optimizing the number of crossings [17]. As we now show, crossing minimization and

crossed edge minimization in 1-page drawings of k-almost-trees is fixed-parameter tractable

in the parameter k. We use the kernelization of Section 4.3, keeping one vertex per maximal

degree two path.

Lemma 4.2. Let G have cyclomatic number k and let K be the kernel constructed from G

with `(k) = 2. Then

1. K has at most 5k vertices and 6k edges;

2. cr1(G) = cr1(K);

3. cre1(G) = cre1(K).

Proof. (1) After reducing a graph with cyclomatic number k to its 2-core and reducing all

maximal degree two paths to single edges we have a graph with 2k − 2 vertices and 3k − 3

edges, by Lemma 4.1. Since we are then adding one vertex back to every path that was not

a single edge in the original graph, K has at most 5k − 5 ≤ 5k vertices and 6k − 6 ≤ 6k

edges.

(2) First we show that cr1(G) ≤ cr1(K). Suppose that K has been embedded in one page

with the minimum number of crossings. Every degree two vertex v in K corresponds to a

path of degree two vertices in G. We can expand this path in a small neighborhood of v

without introducing any new crossings. After expanding all degree two paths we have an

embedding of the 2-core of G. Now each of the remaining vertices corresponds to a tree in

G. Since trees can be embedded in one page without crossings, we can expand each tree in

a small neighborhood of its corresponding vertex without introducing further crossings.
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Now we show that cr1(K) ≤ cr1(G). Suppose that G is embedded on one page with minimum

crossings. Reduce G to its 2-core; this does not increase crossings. Let u and v be two

adjacent degree-two vertices of G, let e be the edge between u and v and let f be the edge

from v not equal to e. Now, change the embedding of G by keeping u fixed and moving v

next to u, rerouting f along the former path used by both e and f . This change moves all

crossings from e to f but does not create new crossings, so it produces another minimum-

crossing embedding. After this change, edge e may be contracted, again without changing

the crossing number. Repeatedly moving one of two adjacent degree-two vertices and then

contracting their connecting edge eventually produces an embedding of K whose crossing

number equals that of G.

(3) Follows from the proof of (2) with minor modification.

Lemma 4.3. If G is a graph with n vertices and m edges, then cr1(G) and cre1(G) can be

computed in O(n!) time.

Proof. We place the vertices in an arbitrary order on a circle, and compute the number of

crossings or crossed edges for this layout. Then we use the Steinhaus–Johnson–Trotter algo-

rithm [129] to list the (n−1)! permutations of all but one vertex efficiently, with consecutive

permutations differing by a transposition. When a transposition swaps u and v, the number

of crossings (or crossed edges) in the new layout can be updated from its previous value in

O(deg(u) + deg(v)) = O(n) time, as in [17]. This yields a total run time of O(n!).

Combining the above lemmas, we apply the non-polynomial time algorithm only on the

kernel of the graph to achieve the following fixed parameter result.

Theorem 4.1. If G is a graph with cyclomatic number k, then cr1(G) and cre1(G) can

be computed in O((5k)! + n) time. If G is a k-almost-tree, then cr1(G) and cre1(G) can be

computed in O((5k)!n) time.
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In Section 4.6 we show how to improve the base of the factorial in this bound by applying

fast matrix multiplication algorithms.

4.5 2-page crossing minimization

In this section we consider the problem of 2-page crossing minimization. I.e., we seek a

circular arrangement of the vertices of a graph G, and an assignment of the edges to either

the interior or exterior of the circle, such that the total number of crossings is minimized.

As in the 1-page case, we consider minimizing both the number of crossings cr2(G) and the

number of crossed edges cre2(G).

There are two sources of combinatorial complexity for this problem, the vertex ordering and

the edge assignment. However, even when the vertex ordering is fixed, choosing an edge

assignment to minimize crossings is NP-hard [110]. The hard instances of this problem can

be chosen to be perfect matchings (with k-almost-tree parameter zero), so unless P = NP

there can be no FPT algorithm for the version of the problem with a fixed vertex ordering.

Paradoxically, we show that requiring the algorithm to choose the ordering as well as the

edge assignment makes the problem easier. A straightforward exact algorithm considers

all 2m(n − 1)! possible configurations and chooses the one minimizing the total number of

crossings, running in O(2mn!) time. We will combine this fact with our kernelization to

produce an FPT algorithm.

We will give a sequence of reduction rules that transforms any drawing of G into a drawing

with the same number of crossings and crossed edges, in which the lengths of all paths are

bounded by a function f(k) of the parameter k. These reductions will justify the correctness

of our kernelization using the same function. Our reductions are based on the observation

that, if uv is an uncrossed edge, and u and v are consecutive vertices on the spine, then
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edge uv can be contracted without changing the crossing number or number of uncrossed

edges. A given layout may not have any uncrossed edges connecting consecutive vertices,

but we will show that, for a graph with a long degree two path, the layout can be modified

to produce edges of this type without changing its crossings.

Lemma 4.4. Let G be a graph with cyclomatic number k. Then there exists a 2-page drawing

with at most k crossed edges, and at most
(
k
2

)
crossings.

Proof. Remove k edges from G to produce a forest, F . Draw F without crossings on one

page, and draw the remaining k edges on the other page. Only the k edges in the second

page may participate in a crossing.

We classify the possible configurations of pairs of consecutive edges of a degree two path, up

to horizontal and vertical symmetries, into four possible types: m, s, rainbow, and spiral, as

depicted in Figure 4.2.

a cb a cb a bca bc

m s rainbow spiral

Figure 4.2: Up to horizontal and vertical symmetry, the only possible arrangements of two
consecutive edges are m, s, rainbow, and spiral.

Lemma 4.5. If a layout contains a pair of edges ab and bc of m or rainbow type with edge bc

uncrossed and with b and c both having degree two, then it can be reduced without changing

its crossings by a rearrangement followed by a contraction of the edge bc.

Proof. In either configuration we move vertex b adjacent to vertex c, on the opposite side of

c from its other neighbor, as demonstrated in Figure 4.3. Since the edge bc is uncrossed this

transformation does not change the crossing structure of the drawing. Now that b and c are

placed next to each other the edge bc may be contracted.
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a b c a c b a c b a cb

Figure 4.3: The m reduction (left) and the rainbow reduction (right) shown with an edge
into the β region.

a b cα β a b cαβ a c bα β a c bαβ

Figure 4.4: The s reduction (left) shown with an edge into β and the spiral reduction (right)
shown with edges into α and β.

Lemma 4.6. If a layout contains a pair of uncrossed edges ab and bc of s or spiral type,

with a, b, and c all having degree two, then the layout can be reduced without changing its

crossings by a rearrangement and contraction.

Proof. We assume by symmetry that a is the leftmost of the three vertices, edge ab is in the

upper page, and edge bc is in the lower page. Let x be the neighbor of a that is not b and

let y be the neighbor of c that is not b. We may assume that edge xa is in the lower page,

for if it were in the upper page then edge ab would be part of an m or rainbow configuration

and could be reduced by Lemma 4.5. By the same reasoning we may assume that cy is in

the upper page.

First we consider s configurations. Let α be the set of vertices between a and b, and let β be

the set of vertices between b and c. Then β can have no incoming edges in the lower page,

because cy is upper and bc blocks all other edges. Therefore, we may move β directly to the

left of a, as in Figure 4.4. Since edges ab and bc are uncrossed this transformation does not

change the crossing structure of the drawing. We can then contract edge ab.

For the spiral, assume by symmetry that c is between a and b. Let α be the set of vertices

between a and c, and let β be the set of vertices between c and b. Because cy is assumed
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to be in the upper page, and bc blocks all other lower edges, β can have no incoming lower

edges; however, it might have edges in the upper page connecting it to α, so we must be

careful to avoid twisting those connections and introducing new crossings. In this case, we

move β between a and α and contract edge bc.

As shown above, if any degree two path has at least four edges and two consecutive uncrossed

edges, then we can apply one of the reduction rules and reduce the number of edges. For

this reason we define the kernel K for computing cr2(G) using the method in Section 4.3,

with the bound `(k) = 2k2 on the length of the maximal degree two paths. Similarly, we

define the the kernel L for computing cre2(G) by setting `(k) = 2k.

Lemma 4.7. Let G be a graph with cyclomatic number k. Then,

1. K has at most 6k3 vertices and 6k3 edges;

2. cr2(G) = cr2(K);

3. L has at most 6k2 vertices and 6k2 edges;

4. cre2(G) = cre2(L)

Proof. (1) Since we have at most 2k2 vertices per maximal degree two path, the total number

of vertices is at most 2k2(3k − 3) + 2k − 2 ≤ 6k3. The number of edges is at most 2k2(3k −

3) + (2k − 2) + (k − 1) ≤ 6k3.

(2) The proof that cr2(G) ≤ cr2(K) is that same as in Lemma 4.2. To see that cr2(K) ≤

cr2(G) we suppose that G has been given an embedding that minimizes cr2(G). The total

number of crossings in such an embedding is bounded above by
(
k
2

)
< k2/2, and in turn the

number of crossed edges is less than k2. Thus any maximal degree two path in G with length

greater than 2k2 can be shortened.

(3) and (4) The proof follows by the same argument as in (1) and (2), noting that there

always exists a drawing with at most k crossed edges.
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α

β

γ

δδ

A

B

CC

Figure 4.5: Types of crossings.

We apply the straightforward exact algorithm to the kernel of the graph to achieve the

following result:

Theorem 4.2. If G is a graph with cyclomatic number k, then cr2(G) can be computed

in O(26k3(6k3)! + n) time, and cre2(G) can be computed in O(26k2(6k2)! + n) time. If G

is a k-almost-tree, then cr2(G) and cre2(G) can be computed in O(26k3(6k3)!n) time and

O(26k2(6k2)!n) time respectively.

4.6 Matrix multiplication improvement

The asymptotic run time for processing each biconnected component in both the one page

and two page cases can be further improved using matrix multiplication to find the minimum

weight triangle in a graph [146].

We begin with the 1-page case, in which we improve the run time to O(kO(1)(5k)!ω/3) where

ω < 2.3727 is the exponent for matrix multiplication [147]. Let N ≤ 5k be the number

of vertices in the kernel K, and for simplicity of exposition, assume that N is a multiple

of 3. We construct a new graph G′ as follows. For each subset S ⊂ K of N/3 vertices in

the original kernel K, and for each ordering of S, we create one vertex in G′. Thus, the
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number of vertices in G′ is (N/3)! ·
(
N
N/3

)
= O

(
(N !)1/3

)
. We add edges in G′ between pairs

of vertices that represent disjoint subsets. G′ has a triangle for every triple of subsets that

form a proper partition of V in G. Thus, each triangle corresponds to an assignment of the

vertices to three uniformly sized regions and a distinct ordering of the vertices in each region,

which together form a complete layout of G.

We assign a weight to each edge in G′ based on the number of edge crossings in G between the

vertices in the corresponding regions. There are four possible types of crossing, represented

by α, β, γ and δ in Figure 4.5. For a crossing of type α, in which all endpoints of a pair of

crossing edges in G are contained in the same region B, we add 1/2 to the weights of edges

AB and BC in G′. For β, in which a pair of crossing edges in G both start in a region A

and end in another region B, we add 1 to the weight of edge AB in G′. For γ, in which three

endpoints of a pair of edges lie in the same region C, and the fourth lies in a different region

B, we add 1 to the weight of edge BC in G′. Finally, for δ, in which a pair of crossed edges

both have an endpoint in one region A, but their other endpoint in two different regions B

and C, we add 1/2 to the weight of edge AC and 1/2 to the weight of edge AB in G′. With

these weights, the total weight of a triangle in G′ equals the number of edge crossings in the

corresponding layout. The edge weights for G′ can be computed in O(kO(1)(5k)!2/3) time.

To find the minimum weight triangle we construct the weighted adjacency matrix A, where

Ai,j is given the weight of the edge from i to j or infinity if no such edge exists. We then

compute the min-plus matrix product of A with itself, which is defined by [A ? A]i,j =

mink Ai,k + Ak,j. The weight of a minimum weight triangle in A then corresponds to the

minimum entry in A + A ? A. From the minimum weight and corresponding i and j the

triangle can be found in linear time. Thus, the runtime is dominated by computing A ? A,

which can be done in O(kO(1)(5k)!ω/3) time using fast matrix multiplication [3, 150].

For the 2-page case we consider each of the 2M edge page assignments separately, computing

the minimum crossing drawing for this assignment using matrix multiplication. As before we
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construct a graph G′ with weighted edges between compatible vertices, such that a minimum

weight triangle in G′ corresponds to a minimum weight drawing. Matrix multiplication is

then used to find this minimal weight triangle for each page assignment, yielding a running

time of O(2M(N !)ω/3), where N is the number of vertices and M is the number of edges in

the kernel. Thus, we have the following result:

Theorem 4.3. If G is a graph with cyclomatic number k, then we can compute:

• cr1(G) and cre1(G) in O(kO(1)(5k)!ω/3 + n) time;

• cr2(G) in O(26k3(6k3)!ω/3 + n) time;

• cre2(G) in O(26k2(6k2)!ω/3 + n) time.

4.7 Testing 1-planarity

A graph is said to be 1-planar if it can be drawn in the plane such that every edge has at

most 1-crossing. Unfortunately, testing 1-planarity is NP-hard in general [75, 102], even for

graphs obtained from planar graphs by adding a single edge [35], so we cannot expect it

to be solved by an algorithm whose running time is a polynomial of the input size. In this

section we show how the kernelization used in this chapter can also be used to construct

fixed-parameter algorithms for testing 1-planarity.

Lemma 4.8. If G is a 1-planar, then there is a 1-planar drawing of G such that maximal

degree two paths do not self intersect.

Proof. It suffices to show that a self crossing in a maximal degree two path can be removed

without increasing the number of crossings on any edges. We can locally uncross a self

intersection changing the drawing within a circular region R around the intersection that is

not crossed by other edges. See Figure 4.6 for an example of this operation.
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RR

Figure 4.6: Removing a crossing in a degree two path

Lemma 4.9. Every word on n > 1 symbols, without consecutive equal symbols, of length

greater than 2n!− 1 has a subword on k > 1 symbols, for some k ≤ n, such that each symbol

appears at least k times in the subword. Furthermore, this bound is tight, i.e., there exists a

word w of length 2n!− 1 on n symbols such that for every 1 < k ≤ n, w has no subword on

k symbols in which each symbol appears at least k times.

Proof. Let w be a word on n symbols of length at least 2(n!) − 1, and let σ be the symbol

appearing least often in w. If σ occurs more than n times in w, then we are done. So assume

that σ occurs at most n − 1 times. Removing σ from w leaves us with at least 2(n!) − n

symbols split into at most n subwords. Thus, the longest of these subwords, call it u, has

length at least (2(n!)−n)/n = 2(n− 1)!− 1. Since u contains at most n− 1 unique symbols

we are done by induction on n.

To construct a word on n symbols of length 2(n!) − 1 with no reducible subword, let

σ0, σ1, . . . , σn be our n symbols. Now recursively define the words by wk = (wk−1σk)
k−1wk−1

and w2 = σ0σ1σ0. A simple induction argument shows that the length of wk is 2(k!)− 1.

Lemma 4.10. If G is a 1-planar graph with p maximal degree two paths, then G has a

1-planar drawing such that every maximal degree two path is crossed at most 2p!− 1 times.

Proof. We need only show that given a maximal degree two path from u to v with more than

2p! − 1 crossings, we can reduce the number of times that it is crossed without increasing

the crossing count on other degree two paths.
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u v u v
R R

Figure 4.7: Left crossing sequence rgbrbrgbrg; Right crossing sequence bg

First, we continuously deform the plane such that the path from u to v is a straight line.

This is possible since we may assume that maximal degree two paths do not self intersect

by Lemma 4.8. Now we consider the sequence of crossings through the path from u to v my

other maximal degree two paths. In this sequence there are at most p symbols. So if the

number of crossings on the path from u to v is greater than 2p!− 1, Lemma 4.9 implies that

there is a subword on p′ symbols such that every symbol appears at least p′ times.

Now, we construct a strictly convex region R around the crossings represented by this word

such that only paths represented in the word intersect the region, and such that a path does

not reintersect the path from u to v without first leaving R. For every path we shortcut

it from the first time it intersects R to the last time it intersects R, in path order, with a

straight line. So now each path in R is a straight line, and therefore they can only intersect

each other at most once. So, we have reduced the number of crossings on the path from u

to v, without increasing the crossings on the other paths.

Lemma 4.11. Let G be a graph with cyclomatic number k. Then in linear time we can

transform G into a kernel GC of size O((3k − 3)(3k − 3)!) such that G is 1-planar if and

only if GC is 1-planar. In addition, a 1-planar drawing of GC may be transformed into a

1-planar drawing of G in linear time.

Proof. We remove degree one vertices from G until no more are left, producing the 2-core

of G [130]. This process can be done in linear time by maintaining a queue of degree one
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vertices. A degree one vertex may be added to any drawing without introducing crossings,

so a graph has a 1-planar drawing if and only if its 2-core has a 1-planar drawing.

Lemma 4.1 implies that we have at most p = 3k − 3 maximal degree two paths. For each

of these maximal degree two paths we reduce the number of degree two vertices to 2p! + 1

if they exceed this amount. Since Lemma 4.10 guarantees that, if G is 1-planar, then it has

a drawing such that no maximal degree two path is crossed more than 2p! − 1 times, this

reduction does not change the 1-planarity of the graph. Thus, we have a kernel GC of size

O((3k − 3)(3k − 3)!) such that G is 1-planar if and only if GC is 1-planar.

Theorem 4.4. We can test the 1-planarity of a graph with cyclomatic number k in time

O
(
n+ 2O((3k)!)

)
.

Since a graph can be decomposed into its biconnected components in linear time and edges

in separate biconnected components need not cross we have the following corollary to The-

orem 4.4.

Corollary 4.1. We can test the 1-planarity of a k-almost tree in time O(n2O((3k)!)).

4.8 Discussion

We have given new fixed-parameter algorithms for computing the minimum number of edge

crossings and minimum number of crossed edges in 1-page and 2-page embeddings of k-almost

trees. Additionally, we have used our kernelization to provide fixed-parameter algorithm for

testing 1-planarity. In the next chapter we will improve upon the crossing minimization

results.
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Chapter 5

FPT using MSO∗

In this chapter we again design fixed-parameter algorithms for computing cr1(G) and cr2(G).

Ideally, fixed-parameter algorithms for crossing minimization should be parameterized by

their natural parameter, the optimal number of crossings. We achieve this ideal bound, for

the first time, for cr1(G). However, for cr2(G), even testing whether a given graph is 2-

page planar (that is, whether cr2(G) = 0) is NP-complete [39]. Therefore, unless P = NP,

there can be no fixed-parameter-tractable algorithm parameterized by the crossing number.

Instead, we show that cr2(G) is fixed-parameter tractable in the sum of the natural parameter

and the treewidth of G. One consequence of our result on cr2(G) is that it is possible to

test whether a given graph is 2-page planar, in time that is fixed-parameter tractable with

respect to treewidth.

We construct these algorithms via Courcelle’s theorem [42, 43], which connects the express-

ibility of graph properties in monadic second order logic with the fixed-parameter tractability

of these properties with respect to treewidth. Recall that second order logic extends first

order logic by allowing the quantification of k-ary relations in addition to quantification over

individual elements. In monadic second order logic we are restricted to quantification over
∗Portions of this chapter are included with permission from Springer-Verlag [13].
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unary relations (equivalently subsets) of vertices and edges. The property of having a 2-page

book embedding is easy to express in (full) second-order logic, via the known characterization

that a graph has such an embedding if and only if it is a subgraph of a Hamiltonian planar

graph [21]. However, this expression is not allowed in monadic second-order logic because the

extra edges needed to make the input graph Hamiltonian cannot be described by a subset of

the existing vertices and edges of the graph. Instead, we prove a new structural description

of 2-page planarity that is more easily expressed in monadic second order logic.

5.0.1 Related work

As well as the previous work on crossing minimization for almost-trees discussed in Chapter 4,

related results in fixed-parameter optimization of crossing number include a proof by Grohe,

using Courcelle’s theorem, that the topological crossing number of a graph is fixed-parameter

tractable in its natural parameter [78]. This result was later improved by Kawarabayashi

and Reed [92]. Based on these results the crossing number itself was also shown to be

fixed-parameter tractable; Pelsmajer et al. showed a similar result for the odd crossing

number [121]. In layered graph drawing, Dujmović et al. showed that finding a drawing with

k crossings and h layers is fixed-parameter tractable in the sum of these two parameters; this

result depends on a bound on the pathwidth of such a drawing, a parameter closely related

to its treewidth [51].

Like many of these earlier algorithms, our algorithms have a high dependence on their

parameter, rendering them impractical. For this reason we have not attempted an exact

analysis of their complexity nor have we searched for optimizations to our logical formulae

that would improve this complexity.
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5.1 Preliminaries

5.1.1 Bridges vs flaps and isthmuses

There is an unfortunate terminological confusion in graph theory: two different concepts, a

maximal subgraph that is internally connected by paths that avoid a given cycle, and an

edge whose removal disconnects the graph, are both commonly called bridges. We need both

concepts in our algorithms. To avoid confusion, we call the subgraph-type bridges flaps and

the edge-type bridges isthmuses. To be more precise, given a graph G and a cycle C, we

define an equivalence relation on the edges of G \ C in which two edges are equivalent if

they belong to a path that has no interior vertices in C, and we define a flap of C to be the

subgraph formed by an equivalence class of this relation. (Different cycles may give rise to

different flaps.) Given a graph G, we define an isthmus of G to be an edge of G that does

not belong to any simple cycles in G.

5.1.2 Treewidth and graph minors

The treewidth of G can be defined to be one less than the number of vertices in the largest

clique in a chordal supergraph of G that (among possible chordal supergraphs) is chosen to

minimize this clique size [25]. The problem of computing the treewidth of a general graph

is NP-hard [4], but it is fixed-parameter tractable in its natural parameter [23].

A graph H is said to be a minor of a graph G if H can be constructed from G via a sequence

edge contractions, edge deletions, and vertex deletions. It can be determined whether a graph

H is a minor of a graph G, in time that is polynomial in the size of G and fixed-parameter

tractable in the size of H [126].
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5.1.3 Logic of graphs

We will be expressing graph properties in extended monadic second-order logic (MSO2). This

is a fragment of second-order logic that includes:

• variables for vertices, sets of vertices, edges, and sets of edges;

• binary relations for equality (=), inclusion of an element in a set (∈) and edge-vertex

incidence (I);

• the standard propositional logic operations: ¬,∧,∨,→;

• the universal quantifier (∀) and the existential quantifier (∃), both which may be

applied to variables of any of the four variable types.

To distinguish the variables of different types, we will use u, v, w, . . . for vertices, e, f, g, . . . for

edges, and capital letters for sets of vertices or edges (with context making clear which type

of set). Given a graph G and an MSO2 formula φ we write G |= φ (“G models φ”) to express

the statement that φ is true for the vertices, edges, and sets of vertices and edges in G, with

the semantics of this relation defined in the obvious way. MSO2 differs from full second order

logic in that it allows quantification over sets, but not over higher order relations, such as

sets of pairs of vertices that are not subsets of the given edges. In Section 5.2, we provide a

brief introduction to MSO2 logic in which we describe how to express some of the properties

we need for our results.

The reason we care about expressing graph properties in MSO2 is the following powerful

algorithmic meta-theorem due to Courcelle.

Lemma 5.1 (Courcelle’s theorem [42, 43]). Given an integer k ≥ 0 and an MSO2-formula

φ of length `, an algorithm can be constructed that takes as input a graph G of treewidth

at most k and decides in O
(
f(k, `) · (n + m)

)
time whether G |= φ, where the function f

appearing in the time bound is a computable function of the treewidth k and formula length `.
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5.1.4 Combinatorial enumeration of crossing diagrams

In order to show that the properties we study can be represented by logical formulas of finite

length, we need to bound the number of combinatorially distinct ways that a subset of edges

in a k-page graph drawing can cross each other.

We define a 1-page crossing diagram to be a placement of some points on the circumference

of a circle, together with some straight line segments connecting the points such that each

point is incident to a segment, no segment is uncrossed and no three segments cross at the

same point. Two crossing diagrams are combinatorially equivalent if they have the same

numbers of points and line segments and there exists a cyclic-order-preserving bijection of

their points that takes line segments to line segments. The crossing number of a 1-page

crossing diagram is the number of pairs of its line segments that cross each other.

We define a 2-page crossing diagram to be a 1-page crossing diagram together with a labeling

of its line segments by two colors. For a 2-page crossing diagram we define the crossing

number to be the total number of crossing pairs of line segments that have the same color

as each other.

Lemma 5.2. There are 2O(k2) 1-page crossing diagrams with k crossings, and there are 2O(k2)

2-page crossing diagrams with k crossings.

Proof. Place 4k points around a circle. Then every 1-page crossing diagram with k or fewer

crossings can be represented by choosing a subset of the points and a set of line segments

connecting a subset of pairs of the points. There are 4k points and 4k(4k − 1)/2 pairs of

points, so 2O(k2) possible subsets to choose.

Similarly, every 2-page crossing diagram can be represented by a subset of the same 4k points,

and two disjoint subsets of pairs of points, which again can be bounded by 2O(k2).
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Two combinatorially equivalent crossing diagrams, as defined above, may have a topology

that differs from each other, or from combinatorially equivalent diagrams with curved edges.

This is because, for an edge with multiple crossings, the order of the crossings along this edge

may differ from one diagram to another, but this ordering is not considered as part of the

definition of combinatorial equivalence. For our purposes such differences are unimportant,

as we are concerned only with the total number of crossings. So we consider two crossing

diagrams to be equivalent if they have the same crossing pairs of edges, regardless of whether

the crossings occur in the same order.

5.2 Expressing graph properties in MSO2

For readers unfamiliar with MSO2 logic, we provide in this section with some standard

examples of graph properties that may be expressed in this logic, leading up to the properties

that we use in our results. Additional examples may be found in the one of the standard

introductions to graph logic [43, 50, 66]. The building blocks in this section can be used to

construct the formulas that we use throughout our paper.

Because the equal sign (=) is an element that is used within MSO2 formulas, expressing the

equality relation between two vertices, edges, or sets, we instead use the equivalence sign (≡)

to express the syntactic equality of two formulas, or the assignment of a name to a formula.

5.2.1 k-Coloring

The formula colork that we construct below expresses the k-colorability of a graph. As a

step towards the construction of colork, we first construct a formula vertex-partition

expressing the property that a collection of vertex sets forms a partition of the vertices: the
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sets are disjoint from each other and their union contains all vertices in the graph.

vertex-partition(U1, . . . , Uk) ≡ (∀v)

[(
k∨
i=1

v ∈ Uk
)
∧
(∧
i 6=j

¬(v ∈ Ui ∧ v ∈ Uj)
)]

A formula edge-partition expressing the property that a collection of edge sets forms a

partition of the edges in the graph may be constructed in the same way by changing vertex

variables to edge variables and vertex set variables to edge set variables.

With the ability to partition vertices we can now construct colork. The construction uses

the fact that a k-coloring forms a partition of the vertices with the additional property that,

for every color class C, all edges have an endpoint of a different color than C.

colork ≡ (∃U1, . . . , Uk)
[
vertex-partition(U1, . . . , Uk)∧

k∧
i=1

(∀e)(∃v)[I(e, v)∧v 6∈ Ui]
]

5.2.2 Minor containment and planarity

Next, we construct a formula minorH expressing the property that a graph has H as a

minor. If we label each of the k vertices in H with a distinct number in the range from

1 to k, then H is a minor of G if and only if there exists a corresponding collection of k

connected and disjoint subsets of the vertices of G, say U1, . . . , Uk, such that for each edge

(i, j) in H there is an edge from Ui to Uj.

As part of this construction, we will use a formula connected expressing the property

that a graph is connected. We will construct this formula by first constructing a formula

disconnected expressing the property that a graph is disconnected. This is true if and
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only if the graph supports a nontrivial cut of the vertices with an empty cut-set.

disconnected ≡ (∃U)
[
(∃u, v)

[
u ∈ U ∧ v 6∈ U

]
∧ ¬(∃e)(∃u, v)

[
I(e, u) ∧ I(e, v) ∧ u ∈ U ∧ v 6∈ U

]]

We can now define connected ≡ ¬disconnected. A similar construction leads to formu-

las connected-vertices(V ) and connected-edges(E) expressing the properties that

vertex set V describes a connected induced subgraph or that edge set E describes a connected

subgraph.

With the ability to express connectedness we can now construct minorH .

minorH ≡ ∃(U1, . . . , Uk)

[
k∧
i=1

(∃u)[u ∈ Ui] ∧
k∧
i=1

connected-vertices(Ui)

∧
∧
i 6=j

(∀v)[v 6∈ Ui ∨ v 6∈ Uj]

∧
∧

(i,j)∈EH

(∃e)(∃x, y)[I(e, x) ∧ I(e, y) ∧ x ∈ Ui ∧ y ∈ Uj]
]

Therefore, we have the following lemma, which will be useful later in this chapter.

Lemma 5.3 (Corollary 1.15 in [43]). Given any fixed graph H there exists a MSO2-formula

φ such that, for all graphs G, G |= φ if and only if G contains H as a minor. We will write

minorH for φ.

Since the planar graphs are precisely the graphs that have neither K5 nor K3,3 as minors,

we have planar ≡ ¬minorK5 ∧¬minorK3,3 expressing the planarity of a graph in terms

of these forbidden minors.
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5.2.3 Hamiltonicity

Our last example will be a formula expressing the existence of a Hamiltonian cycle in a

graph. A set of edges F in a graph is a union of vertex-disjoint cycles if every edge in F is

adjacent to exactly two edges in F other than itself. Thus,

cycle-set(F ) ≡ (∀e)
[
e ∈ F → (∃=2f)

[
f ∈ F ∧ e 6= f ∧ (∃v)[I(e, v) ∧ I(f, v)]

]]

expresses the property that F is a disjoint union of cycles. (Here ∃=2 is a logical shorthand

for the existence of exactly two objects satisfying the given property, i.e. that there exist f1

and f2 both satisfying the property, that f1 and f2 are unequal, and that there do not exist

three unequal edges all satisfying the property.) Then a set of edges is a single cycle if it is

a union of cycles and forms a connected subgraph. So we define

cycle(F ) ≡ cycle-set(F ) ∧ connected-edges(F ),

A set of edges F spans a graph if every vertex is incident to at least one of the edges in F .

span(F ) ≡ (∀v)(∃e)[e ∈ F ∧ I(e, v)]

Finally, a graph is Hamiltonian if it has a spanning cycle.

hamiltonian ≡ (∃F )[cycle(F ) ∧ span(F )]
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5.3 1-page crossing minimization

5.3.1 Outerplanarity

Recall that a graph is outerplanar if there exists a placement of its vertices on the circum-

ference of a circle such that when its edges are drawn as straight line segments they do not

cross. Topologically, the circle and the half-plane are equivalent, so a graph is outerplanar if

and only if it has a crossing-free 1-page drawing. For incorporating a test of outerplanarity

into methods using Courcelle’s theorem, it is convenient to use a standard characterization

of the outerplanar graphs by forbidden minors:

Lemma 5.4 (Chartrand and Harary [37]). A graph G is outerplanar (1-page planar) if and

only if it contains neither K4 nor K2,3 as a minor.

Let outerplanar be the formula ¬minorK4 ∧¬minorK2,3 . Then Lemma 5.4 implies that,

for all graphs G, G |= outerplanar if and only if G is outerplanar. Because outerplanar

graphs have bounded treewidth (at most two), Courcelle’s theorem together with Lemma 5.3

guarantee the existence of a linear time algorithm for testing outerplanarity. There are of

course much simpler linear time algorithms for testing outerplanarity [113,145].

5.3.2 Crossings vs treewidth

Next, we relate the natural parameter for 1-page crossing minimization (the number of

crossings) to the parameter for Courcelle’s theorem (the treewidth). This relation will allow

us to construct a fixed-parameter-tractable algorithm for the natural parameter.
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Figure 5.1: An example of the clique-sum decomposition in Lemma 5.6. The red regions
represent the components with crossings and the blue regions represent outerplanar com-
ponents. The entire graph may be reconstructed by performing clique-sums on the region
boundaries.

A k-clique sum of two disjoint graphs each containing a k-clique is formed by bijectively

identifying each vertex of one k-clique with a vertex of the other k-clique, and then removing

one or more of the k-clique edges from the resulting combined graph.

Lemma 5.5 (Lemma 1 in [48]). If G1 and G2 each have treewidth at most k, then any

clique-sum of G1 and G2 also has treewidth at most k.

Lemma 5.6. Every graph G has treewidth O(
√

cr1(G)).

Proof. Let G be a graph with cr1(G) = k, and D a 1-page drawing of G with k crossings.

Then let H be the subgraph of G induced by the endpoints of crossed edges in D. The

remainder of G after removing the edges in H is a disjoint union of outerplanar graphs.

Augment each connected component of H and each outerplanar graph in the remainder of

G by adding edges between consecutive vertices along the spine of the drawing, completing

a cycle around each connected component. From each augmented connected component C

we create a planar graph C ′ by planarizing C with respect to the drawing D. Since C ′ is a

planar graph with O(k) vertices it has treewidth O(
√
k). C also has treewidth O(

√
k), as

its treewidth is at most four times that of C ′.
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U0

U1

U2

U3

U4

Figure 5.2: A 1-page drawing of
a graph with two crossings and
five outerplanar subgraphs.

Figure 5.3: A 2-page planar graph with its edges par-
titioned into the six sets Ab (green edges), Ac (blue
edges), Ai (red edges), Bb (yellow edges), Bc (purple
edges), and Bi (gray edges).

The graph G may now be constructed from the augmented connected components and the

outerplanar connected components by performing repeated {1, 2}-clique-sums. Since each

clique-sum preserves the treewidth, the graph G has treewidth O(
√
k). An example of this

construction is depicted in Figure 5.1.

5.3.3 Logical characterization

Let G be a graph with bounded 1-page crossing number, and consider a drawing of G

achieving this crossing number. Then the set of crossing edges of the drawing partitions the

halfplane into an arrangement of curves, and we can partition G itself into the subgraphs

that lie within each face of this arrangement. Each of these subgraphs is itself outerplanar,

because it lies within a subset of the halfplane (with its vertices on the boundary of the subset)

and has no more crossing edges; see Figure 5.2. This intuitive idea forms the basis for the

following characterization of the 1-page crossing number, which we will use to construct an

MSO2-formula for the property of having a drawing with low crossing number.

Lemma 5.7. A graph G = (V,E) has cr1(G) ≤ k if and only if there exist edges F =

{e0, . . . , er} with r = O(k), vertices W = {v0, . . . , v`} with ` = O(k), and a partition

U0, . . . , U` of V \W into (possibly empty) subsets, satisfying the following properties:
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1. W is the set of vertices incident to edges in F .

2. F contains all edges in the induced subgraph on W .

3. There are no edges between Ui and Uj for i 6= j.

4. There is an outerplanar embedding of the induced subgraph on Ui ∪ {vi, vi+1} with vi

and vi+1 adjacent for all 0 ≤ i < `.

5. The edges in F produce at most k crossings when their endpoints (the vertices in W )

are placed in order according to their indices.

We now construct a formula onepagek, based on Lemma 5.7, such that G |= onepagek if

and only if cr1(G) ≤ k. The formula onepagek will have the overall form of a disjunction,

over all crossing configurations, of a conjunction of sub-formulas representing Properties 1–4

in Lemma 5.7. Property 5 will be represented implicitly, by the enumeration of crossing

configurations. The first three properties are easy to express directly: the formulas

θ1(W,F ) ≡ (∀v)[v ∈ W → (∃e)[e ∈ F ∧ I(e, v)]]

θ2(F,W ) ≡ (∀e)[(∀v)[I(e, v)→ v ∈ W ]→ e ∈ F ]

θ3(Ui, Uj) ≡ ¬(∃e)(∃u, v)[I(e, u) ∧ I(e, v) ∧ u ∈ Ui ∧ v ∈ Uj]

express in MSO2 Properties 1, 2, and 3 of Lemma 5.7 respectively.

To express Property 4 we first observe that it is equivalent to the property that the induced

subgraph on Ui ∪ {vi, vi+1} with vi and vi+1 identified (merged) to form a single supervertex

is outerpalanar. That is, the requirement in Property 4 that vertices vi and vi+1 be adjacent

in the outerplanar embedding can be enforced by identifying the vertices. To express this

property we need the following lemma, which can be proved in straightforward manner using

the method of syntactic interpretations. (For details on this method see [55,78].)
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Lemma 5.8. For every MSO2-formula φ there exists an MSO2-formula φ∗(v1, v2) such that

G |= φ∗(a, b) if and only if G/a ∼ b |= φ, where G/a ∼ b is the graph constructed from G by

identifying vertices a and b.

Now, to construct θ4(Ui, vi, vj) we first modify the formula outerplanar by restricting its

quantifiers to only quantify over vertices (and sets of vertices) in Ui∪{vi, vj} and edges (and

sets of edges) between these vertices. This modified formula describes the outerplanarity

of Ui ∪ {vi, vj}. We then apply the transformation of Lemma 5.8 to produce the formula

θ4(Ui, vi, vj), expressing the outerplanarity of the induced graph on Ui ∪ {vi, vj} with vi and

vj identified.

Lemma 5.2 tells us that there are 2O(k2) ways of satisfying Property 5 of Lemma 5.7. For

each crossing diagramD with k crossings we can construct a formula αD(v0, . . . , v`, e0, . . . , er)

specifying that the vertices v0, . . . , v` and edges e0, . . . , er are in configuration D. We then

construct the formula

βD ≡ (∃v0, . . . v`)(∃e0, . . . , er)(∃U0, . . . , U`)[
αD(v0, . . . , v`, e0, . . . , er) ∧

⋃̀
0

Ui = V \ {v0, . . . , v`} ∧
∧
i 6=j

Ui ∩ Uj = ∅

∧ θ1(v0, . . . , v`; e0, . . . , er) ∧ θ2(e0, . . . , er; v0, . . . , v`)

∧
∧
i 6=j

θ3(Ui, Uj) ∧
∧̀
i=0

θ4(Ui, vi, vi+1)
]

of length O(k2). This formula expresses the property that, in the given graph G, we can

construct a crossing diagram of type D, and a corresponding partition of the vertices into

subsets Ui, that obeys Properties 1–4 of Lemma 5.7. By Lemma 5.7, this is equivalent to

the property that G has a 1-page drawing with k crossings in configuration D. Finally, we

construct onepagek by taking the disjunction of the βD where D ranges over all crossing
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diagrams with ≤ k crossings. Thus, onepagek is a formula of length 2O(k2), expressing the

property that cr1(G) ≤ k.

Theorem 5.1. There exists a computable function f such that cr1(G) can be computed in

O(f(k)n) time for a graph G with n vertices and with k = cr1(G).

Proof. We have shown the existence of a formula onepagek such that a graphG |= onepagek

if and only if cr1(G) ≤ k. By Lemma 5.6, the treewidth of any graph with crossing number k

is O(k). Applying Courcelle’s theorem with the formula onepagek and the O(k) treewidth

bound, it follows that computing cr1(G) is fixed-parameter tractable in k .

5.4 2-page planarity

A classical characterization of the graphs with planar 2-page drawings is that they are exactly

the subhamiltonian planar graphs:

Lemma 5.9 (Bernhart and Kainen [21]). A graph is 2-page planar if and only if it is the

subgraph of planar Hamiltonian graph.

However, this characterization does not directly help us to construct an MSO2-formula ex-

pressing the 2-page planarity of a graph, as we do not know how to construct a formula that

asserts the existence of a supergraph with the given property. Hamiltonicity and planarity

are both straightforward to express in MSO2, but there is no obvious way to describe a set

of edges that may be of more than constant size, is not a subset of the existing edges, and

can be used to augment the given graph to form a planar Hamiltonian graph.

For this reason we provide a new characterization, which we model on a standard character-

ization of planar graphs: a graph is planar if and only if, for every cycle C, the flaps of C

can be partitioned into two subsets (the interior and exterior of C) such that no two flaps
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in the same subset cross each other. For instance, this characterization has been used as the

basis for a cubic-time divide and conquer algorithm for planarity testing, which recursively

subdivides the graph into cycles and non-crossing subsets of flaps [5,73,132]. In our charac-

terization of 2-page graphs, we apply this idea to a special set of cycles, the boundaries of

maximal regions within each halfplane that are separated from the spine of a 2-page book

embedding by the edges of the embedding. The cycles of this type are edge-disjoint, and if a

single cycle of this type has been identified then its interior flaps can also be identified easily:

each interior flap is a single edge, and an edge forms an interior flap if and only if it belongs

to the same page as the cycle in the book embedding and has both its endpoints on the

cycle. As well as identifying which of the two pages each edge of a given graph is assigned

to, our MSO2 formula will partition the edges into three different types of edge: the ones

that belong to these special cycles, the ones that form interior flaps of these special cycles,

and the remaining isthmus edges that, if deleted, would disconnect parts of their page.

Suppose we are given a graph G = (V,E) and a partition of its edges into two subsets

A,B, intended to represent the two pages of a 2-page drawing of G. We define the graph

separate(G;A,B) that splits each vertex of G into two vertices, one in each page, with a

new edge connecting them. Thus, separate(G;A,B) has 2n vertices, which can be labeled

by pairs of the form (v,X) where v is a vertex in V and X is one of the two sets in A,B.

It has an edge between (x,X) and (y, Y ) if either of two conditions is met: (1) x = y and

X 6= Y , or (2) X = Y and there is an edge between x and y in X. See Figure 5.4 for an

illustration of the separate(G;A,B) construction.

Lemma 5.10. A graph G = (V,E) is 2-page planar if and only if there exists a partition

Ab, Ac, Ai, Bb, Bc, Bi of E into six subsets such that, for each of the two choices of X = A

and X = B, these subsets satisfy the following properties:

1. Xc is a union of edge-disjoint cycles.

2. Xc ∪Xb does not contain any additional cycles that involve edges in Xb.
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3. For every edge e in Xi there exists a cycle in Xc containing both endpoints of e.

4. The graph formed by the edges Xi ∪Xc ∪Xb is outerplanar.

5. For each cycle C in Xc it is not possible to find two vertex-disjoint paths P1 and P2

in E such that neither path is a single edge in Xi, all four path endpoints are distinct

vertices of C, neither path contains a vertex of C in its interior, and the two pairs of

path endpoints are in crossing position on C.

6. The subdivision separate(G;Ab ∪ Ac ∪ Ai, Bb ∪Bc ∪Bi) is planar.

Proof. Suppose G has a 2-page planar drawing. This drawing partitions the edges of G into

two sets A and B. For X = A or B, let Xc be the set of edges X forming a union of edge

disjoint cycles that surround a maximal subset of their page. Then let Xi be the edges in

X drawn in the interior of one of these cycles, and Xb the remaining edges in X. It can be

easily verified that the constructed partition satisfies Properties 1 through 6.

Conversely, suppose we have a graph G with a partition of its edges satisfying the properties

of the lemma. By Property 6, separate(G;Ab∪Ac∪Ai, Bb∪Bc∪Bi) has a planar embedding.

We may assume without loss of generality that, in this embedding, the cycles of Xc given by

Property 1 separate the edges ofXi (interior to the cycles) from the rest of the graph (exterior

to the cycles). For, by Property 4, no two interior edges can cross, and by Property 5, no

two exterior paths can cross. So, if we have a cycle in Xc that does not properly separate

Xi from the rest of the graph, we may modify the embedding to flip the edges of Xi into the

interior of the cycle and to flip the components of the rest of the graph to the exterior of

the cycle, preserving the (reflected) planar embedding of each flipped component, without

introducing any new crossings. By performing this flipping operation to all cycles of Ac and

Bc, we obtain an embedding in which the cycles of Xc separate Xi from the rest of the graph,

as stated above.
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Next, given this embedding of separate(G;Ab ∪Ac ∪Ai, Bb ∪Bc ∪Bi), we contract all of the

cycles (Xc) and isthmuses (Xb) in each page (X = A and B), maintaining the orientation of

the edges that were not contracted. As a consequence, the edges in Xi within each cycle of

Xc are also contracted. However, in the embedding of separate(G;Ab∪Ac∪Ai, Bb∪Bc∪Bi),

none of the contracted cycles surrounds any part of the graph that is not itself contracted.

As a result, we are left with an embedding of a planar embedded bipartite multigraph that

has one edge (v,A)–(v,B) for each vertex v in the original graph. Because this multigraph

is bipartite, its dual graph has even degree at every vertex, and as the dual graph of a planar

graph it is necessarily connected. Thus, the dual of the bipartite multigraph has an Euler

tour, and (as with any Eulerian planar graph) this Euler tour can be made non-self-crossing

by local uncrossing operations at each vertex. This tour can be represented geometrically as

a Jordan curve J that passes through the faces of the embedding of separate(G;Ab ∪ Ac ∪

Ai, Bb∪Bc∪Bi) (in some cases more than once per face) and crosses each edge (v, A)–(v,B)

exactly once.

From the embedding of separate(G;Ab ∪ Ac ∪ Ai, Bb ∪ Bc ∪ Bi) we can obtain a planar

embedding of G itself by contracting all the edges of the form (v, A)–(v,B). If we augment

G by adding an edge uv between any two vertices u and v whose edges (u,A)–(u,B) and

(v, A)–(v,B) are crossed consecutively by the Jordan curve J , then J can be used to guide

a non-crossing placement of these additional edges within the resulting embedding of G.

Thus, we have augmented G to a Hamiltonian planar supergraph. The Jordan curve passing

through these contracted edges gives us a routing of a set of pairs

The planar dual of this graph has an Euler tour, as the primal graph is bipartite. This

tour corresponds to Hamiltonian cycle in a planar supergraph of G, where edges are added

between vertices if the edge does not already exist. The result that G has a 2-page book

embedding follows by Lemma 5.9.
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Figure 5.4: The graph separate(G;A,B) where G is the graph in Figure 5.3, A and B are
respectively the edges in the first and second page.
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Figure 5.5: The contraction of the graph in Figure 5.4 and its planar dual (drawn with blue
vertices and green edges). The edge labels correspond to the Hamiltonian cycle ordering of
the vertices of G.

Figure 5.3 illustrates the division of edge into six subsets described in Lemma 5.10.

We construct a formula twopage based on Lemma 5.10 with the property that G |=

twopage if and only if G is 2-page planar. First, we construct formulas θ1, . . . , θ5 expressing

Properties 1 through 5 in Lemma 5.10, as we did for 1-page crossing; each of these properties

has a straightforward expression in MSO2. To express Property 6 we will need the following

technical lemma, which can be proved using the method of syntactic interpretations.

Lemma 5.11. For every MSO2-formula φ there exists an MSO2-formula φ∗(A,B) such that

G |= φ∗(A,B) if and only if separate(G;A,B) |= φ.
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Now, we can express Property 6 as an MSO2-formula θ6 using Lemma 5.11, as planarity is

expressible by Lemma 5.3 and the fact that planar graphs are the graph that avoid K5 and

K3,3 as minors. Thus, we define twopage to be the formula expressing the existence of

Ab, Ac, Ai, Bb, Bc, Bi satisfying θ1, . . . θ6.

Theorem 5.2. There exists a computable function f and an algorithm that can decide

whether a given graph with treewidth k is 2-page planar in O(f(k)n) time.

Proof. The result follows from Courcelle’s theorem together with the construction of the

MSO2 formula twopage representing the existence of a two-page planar embedding.

5.5 2-page crossing minimization

We now extend the results of the previous section from 2-page planarity to 2-page crossing

minimization. As in the 1-page case, we will use a formula that involves a disjunction over

crossing diagrams. Given a crossing diagram D with k crossings and r + 1 edges, whose

graph is G, we define the planarization of G with respect to D to be the graph in which

each edge ei is replaced by a path of degree four vertices, such that two of these replacement

paths share a vertex if and only if the original two edges cross in D. As explained earlier,

we do not care about the order of crossings along each edge (two crossing diagrams with

the same sets of crossing pairs but with different crossing orders are considered equivalent.

Nevertheless, we do preserve the order of crossings from (one representative of an equivalence

class of) crossing diagrams to their planarizations, in order to ensure that the planarizations

form planar graphs.

Lemma 5.12. A graph G = (V,E) has cr2(G) = k if and only if there exists edges

e0, e1, · · · , er with r < 2k and a 2-page crossing diagram D with k crossings on these edges
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such that when G is planarized with respect to D the resulting graph GD = (VD, ED) has a

partition of ED into Ab, Ac, Ai, Bb, Bc, Bi such that, for X = A,B:

1. Xc is a union of edge disjoint cycles.

2. None of the cycles Xc ∪Xb contains an edge in Xb.

3. If e is an edge introduced in the planarization, then e ∈ Ab ∪Ac ∪Ai if e is in the first

page of D, and e ∈ Bb ∪Bc ∪Bi if it is in the second page of D.

4. For every edge e in Xi, there exists a subgraph P containing e and a cycle C in Xc

such that P consists only of vertices of C and of degree-four vertices introduced in

the planarization, P contains at least two vertices of C, and P includes all four edges

incident to each of its planarization vertices.

5. For each two edges e and f in Xi, the two subgraphs Pe and Pf satisfying Property 4

do not each have a pair of endpoints in crossing position on the same cycle C.

6. For each cycle C in Xc there do not exist two paths in E, such that neither path uses

edges of Xi or interior vertices of C, with four distinct endpoints on C in crossing

position.

7. the subdivision separate(G;Ab ∪ Ac ∪ Ai, Bb ∪Bc ∪Bi) is planar.

Now, we construct a MSO2-formula ζk based on Lemma 5.12 such that G |= ζk if and only if

cr2(G) = k. To handle the planarization process we use the following lemma. In the lemma,

the notation Ge1×e2 describes the graph obtained from a graph G by deleting two edges e1

and e2 that do not share a common endpoint, and adding a new degree-4 vertex connected

to the endpoints of e1 and e2.

Lemma 5.13 (Grohe [78]). For every MSO2-formula φ there exists an MSO-formula φ∗(x1, x2)

such that G |= φ∗(e1, e2) if and only if Ge1×e2 |= φ.

Given any MSO2-formula φ and crossing diagram D, we can repeatedly apply the lemma

above to construct a formula φD such that G |= φD(e0, . . . , er) if and only if GD |= φ. With
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this tool in hand it is straightforward to construct a formula γD , expressing the property

that, in a given graph G we can build a crossing diagram with the structure of D, and

partition the planarization GD into six sets, satisfying Lemma 5.12. So we can define ζk to

be the disjunction of the γD ranging over all 2-page crossing diagrams with k-crossings.

Theorem 5.3. There exists a computable function f such that cr2(G) can be computed in

O(f(k, t)n) time for a graph G with n vertices, k = cr2(G), and t = tw(G).

5.6 Discussion

We have provided new fixed-parameter algorithms for computing the crossing numbers for

1-page and 2-page drawings of graphs with bounded treewidth. The use of monadic second

order logic and Courcelle’s theorem in our solutions causes the running times of our algo-

rithms to have an impractically high dependence on their parameters. We believe that it

should be possible to achieve a better dependence by directly designing dynamic program-

ming algorithms that use tree-decompositions of the given graphs, rather than by relying

on Courcelle’s theorem to prove the existence of these algorithms. Can this dependency be

reduced to the point of producing practical algorithms? For 2-page crossing minimization

the runtime is parameterized by both the treewidth and the crossing number. Is 2-page

crossing minimization NP-hard for graphs of fixed treewidth? We leave these questions open

for future research.

Dujmović andWood asked [53], “is there a polynomial-time algorithm for computing the book

thickness of graphs with bounded treewidth?” Our Theorem 5.2 provides a partial solution

to this question for book thickness 2. Can the graph property of having book thickness k

be expressed in MSO2, answering the question of Dujmović and Wood? The special case of

k = 3 is of particular interest, to provide a computational attack on the still-open problem

of whether there exist planar graphs that require four pages [52, 148]. Heath has shown
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that every planar graph of treewidth three has a planar 3-page drawing [83], but recognizing

three-page graphs of higher treewidth efficiently remains open.
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